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Abstract 

The implementation of a new motor vehicle block exemption began in 2002, and affected 
the car dealer industry in Sweden. Before this new regulation, a general agent distributing 
cars to dealers had the ability to restrict car dealers’ behavior much more. Nowadays, deal-
ers have the right to sell different brands from the same showroom, even if there are strict 
rules about how the different brands should be presented. The new block exemption have 
also given car dealers possibilities to establish in other places within EU were selective dis-
tribution is applied. 

As the environment changed (by the block exemption), dealers faced new information that 
required interpretation. In this thesis we have focused on industrial wisdom; a reasonable 
and consistent, yet subjective, sense-making of reality in an industry. This sense-making is a 
way to understand and justify company behavior; resulting assumptions are considered so 
basic that they remain unquestioned by industry participants. However, interpretations de-
pend on who makes them; different persons interpret things in different ways.  

In the light of the car dealer industry and the motor vehicle block exemption 1400/2002, 
this thesis investigated if change due to institutional pressure can affect industrial wisdom. 
Further, what does this process look like. 

To fulfill our purpose we conducted a qualitative research by interviewing 19 Chief Execu-
tive Officers from the car dealer industry in Sweden. The sample was designed by a maxi-
mum variation sampling technique, in which we as researchers used our own judgment to 
pick cases that were extra informative. Before we conducted the interviews, we reviewed li-
terature to gain a general understanding of the industry and relevant issues. 

From our research we know that industrial wisdom can change due to a shift in institution-
al pressure and we observed that the car dealer industrial wisdom was changing. There are 
some new perceptions and aspects of wisdom, which suggest that the industry has moved 
away from previous equilibrium. Nevertheless, perceptions are diverse in a number of areas 
and thoughts have not been translated into action, which leaves much potential for further 
change. Naturally, this is a slow and difficult process since cognitive maps are embedded in 
a mindset that relies on previous experience and automatic interpretations. If wisdom 
changes more depends a great deal on if/how dealers (continue to) act.  

This thesis resulted in a model (The Loop of Wisdom) that explains how a change in insti-
tutional pressure affects industrial wisdom. New information enters the company, gets in-
terpreted, acted upon and feeds back out to the environment, which affect other compa-
nies and the industry as a whole. 
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1 Introduction 
In this part of the thesis we introduce the reader to our topic, and issues which we explore in the following 
chapters. First, we briefly explain the importance of the car industry, as well as the history and structure of 
it. After that, we present the Swedish and EU rules on competition, which leads us to the new motor vehicle 
block exemption from 2002. Further, we explain how a law like this can affect an industry, and what ac-
tual changes it has brought about for this particular industry. Lastly we clarify that whenever a change oc-
curs, it is important to achieve a fit between the environment and the company. This entails analyzing the 
environment, but is there really an objective, “true” environment?  

1.1 Background 

1.1.1 Importance of the Car Industry 

Sweden is home to no less than four car manufacturers (BilSweden, 2008), and the auto-
motive industry is an important industry in the country, with great significance for exports, 
investments and shared knowledge. This is an industry employing 40.000 people (Matson, 
2008b), or 140.000 people including its suppliers (BilSweden, 2008). Thus, car manufactur-
ing is a great source of employment. At they same time, buying a car is a big investment for 
a Swedish household, only slightly cheaper than housing (Statistiska Centralbyrån, 2007). 
As such, the car is of major importance for the financial development of Sweden, but also 
represents a significant outlay for the private household.  

1.1.2 History and Structure of the Car Industry 

In the dawn of car manufacturing, cars were made on demand for the small number of 
consumers that could afford them (Holweg in Parry & Graves, 2008). Today, cars are stan-
dardized and mass produced for the general public. The range of products has grown, the 
life cycle is shorter, and there is an immense overcapacity (Holweg in Parry & Graves, 
2008). Historically, dealerships were smaller family businesses, but the structure of the 
business is changing; dealers are becoming fewer and larger (Sjöberg, 2007; Halltröm, 
2001). However, the traditional distribution chain remains fairly the same (Holweg in Parry 
& Graves, 2008). In general, cars are built by the manufacturer, allocated via a national im-
porter, to the car retailer, for sale to the consumer (Koolen, Taminiau & Faber, 2005). The 
importer is also termed general agent, hereafter we use the term GA (note: GA is used as a 
concept, thus we have no specific GA in mind, nor suggest all GA behave alike). GA 
represent the manufacturer within a region and can by exclusive distribution control vari-
ous premises under which a retailer can do business (Kotler, Wong, Saunders & 
Armstrong, 2005; Motorbranschen, 2007). This relationship; between GA and the retail-
er/dealer, is subject to the motor vehicle block exemption regulations.  

The car dealer industry is mature (Holweg in Parry & Graves, 2008) and has passed the 
growth phase in the industry life cycle since many years (Grant, 2007). Dealers are strug-
gling to make a fair return, and net result is often in the region of 0,5%-1% percent 
(Möllerberg, 2008; Funk, 2002, in Koolen et. al., 2005), something that has made many 
dealers dependent on GA for financing their business (Creutzig, 2003, in Koolen et. al., 
2005). Dealers usually offer a variety of products and services; new cars, used cars, service 
and repairs, aftermarket with sales of accessories or spare parts, insurance, financing, war-
ranties et cetera. But financial returns are not distributed evenly; 70% of turnover is from 
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car sales and 30% from service and repair, while return is quite the opposite (Fröberg, 
2009). Nowadays, more cars are being sold at auctions over the internet (Matson, 2008a).  

The new motor vehicle block exemption make new entry into the market more likely, and 
we know that the mere threat of entry increases competition (Porter, 2008). In fact, compe-
tition has probably never been this intense and the most prominent reason is the exemp-
tion (Lind, 2009). This can potentially have an immense effect on dealers; now when they 
are free to establish anywhere, now that active marketing can go further than the local area, 
now that several car brands can be presented in the same showroom, now that all mechanic 
shops meeting the criteria are able to get authorized – the rules of the game are changing.  

1.1.3 A Word on Competition 

Competition is about allowing the buyer to make choices, which results in competition 
amongst companies to offer product innovations and the most value for the lowest price. 
In order to do this, companies have to make sure that resources are well used. “Companies 
lacking competition are not under the same obligation to insure internal efficiency at all times” (Konkur-
rensverket, p. 25). However, in some industries, competition is yet limited. 

1.1.4 Motor Vehicle Block Exemption 1400/2002 

The Swedish regulations against limitation of competition were first implemented in the 
1950s, rewritten in 1993 and have since then been aligned with the EU rules in this area 
(Olsson & Skärvad, 1995). It is possible to write exemptions to these rules if the positive 
effects are greater than the negative; one condition is that consumers get a fair share of the 
profits of this exemption (Olsson & Skärvad, 1995). The EU regulations regarding compe-
tition are built in the same way, with the basis on prohibition, followed by some exemp-
tions. If there are specific exemptions valid for only one group of companies or an indus-
try, they are called group exemptions. The new motor vehicle block exemption began to be 
introduced in 2002 and the prohibition against localization clauses was applied in 2005. Ar-
ticle 81 of the EC Treaty (1400/2002) cover agreements that may prevent, restrict or dis-
tort competition within the motor industry (Regeringen, 2002, European Commission, 
2002). 

1.1.5 External Environment  

To understand firms and how they develop, we must understand that they are a part of a 
larger setting. Firms are dependent on the environment and have to adapt to survive, but they 
are also independent to choose their own actions (Normann, 2005h). There are also forces, 
both internal and external to a company, which lead to changes in the industry (Melin, 
1987; Melander, 1997). External forces are not created by the firms; they develop outside 
the firms, but affect them. An example of such a force is a policy enforced by the state 
(Melin, 1987; Porter, 2008). The block exemption is in our case an outside institutional pol-
icy enforced by EU, which created environmental change by its institutional pressure.  

1.1.6 Consequences of the Block Exemption 

The new exemption intends to guard the interests of the consumer, to increase competition 
in a distribution system that behaved very much like local monopolies in car sales and af-
termarket, and make dealers less dominated by manufacturers and GA (European Com-
mission, 2002; Koolen et. al, 2005). Thus, the rules of the game changes, and there is a po-
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tential for change of both environment and competition. It seems only logical to assume 
that car dealers will be affected, not least form a strategic perspective. Here follows a brief 
and general presentation of some of the largest consequences of the new regulation: 

The new exemption made it easier for dealers to conduct multibrand business, however the 
business can still be restricted by so called “standards” or “ID” that the dealer needs to 
comply with (Koolen et. al, 2005). Before the new block exemption, a manufacturer could 
demand separate legal entities and facilities from a dealership that wanted to sell cars from 
different brands (European Commission, 2002; Koolen et. al, 2005). The Commission do 
not consider a great improvement regarding sale of competing brands from the same sho-
wroom (European Commission, n.d.) But in Sweden, multibrand dealerships seem to have 
doubled since the implementation (Motorbranschen, 2008). Note that the regulation regard 
multibrand as a mix of brands from different manufacturers (European Commission, n.d.). 

Before, every dealer was assigned to an own region, but since 2005 the regulation prohibits 
agreements that restrict the car dealers possibilities to establish sales or delivery facilities in 
other places within EU were selective distribution is applied (Koolen et. al, 2005; European 
Commission, 2002). Dealers are now also allowed to actively market themselves outside of 
their present region (European Commission, 2002). This is an opportunity for dealers who 
wants to expand, but a threat for dealers faced with a new competitor in “their” region.  

The exemption also made it possible for all independent repairers to become authorized to 
enter the service network if they fulfilled the criteria of the manufacturer (Koolen et. al, 
2005). Consumers now have the option of visiting independent repairers to do service and 
repair while keeping guarantees valid (Erlandsson, 2007). Access to technical information, 
tools, education et cetera must be granted, and a dealer can only be required to buy 30% of 
their total use of spare parts from the manufacturers network (European Commission, 
2002). 

1.1.7 Fit Between Environment and Firms 

A strong link exists between the industry environment and the firms operating in it, and 
these different elements needs to be in balance. Actually, organizations strive to create sta-
bility between itself and its environment, so if environment changes, firms should as well. 
Balogun & Hailey, with Johnson & Scholes (1999) concurs and argue that organizational 
change must be in-line with the environment of the firm. Thus; when a firm changes it must 
consider alignment with the specific context of the firm, but also; whenever the environ-
ment changes firms need to respond with alignment. This indicates that environmental 
change (created by the block exemption) in the car dealer industry, also should lead to 
change of the firms in the industry.  

1.1.8 Industrial Wisdom and Interpretation of Reality 

As environment and firms change, understanding of the industry also changes. Industrial 
wisdom can be described as a reasonable, consistent, yet subjective sense-making of reality 
in an industry. This sense-making is a way to understand and justify firm behavior and it is 
not questioned by incumbents. However, industrial wisdom and reality are not synonym-
ous. Rather, industrial wisdom is the perception of reality, shared within an industry (Melin, 
1987; Melander in Melander & Nordqvist, 2008; Melander, 1997). The car dealer environ-
ment changed (due to the block exemption) and this thesis explores whether this change 
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affected industrial wisdom, and how. How was this change perceived and interpreted by 
the actors in the industry?  

Note that interpretations are always subjective and depend on who makes them: different 
persons interpret things in different ways (Melin, 1987). People look at the world through 
different glasses, representing their previous experiences, knowledge, and beliefs et cetera. 
These glasses manage our mind to disregard some data as irrelevant, and to act on other 
data because it is interpreted as relevant and useful. Thus we do not act on an objective, ac-
tual reality (if such a thing truly exists); we act depending on how we interpret the world. 
Therefore it made perfect sense to explore how car dealers interpreted change (in the in-
dustry and in the firm) simply because these interpretations of change are the actual ground 
for their actions. Industrial wisdom is important to investigate because of its connection 
with environment perception and company behavior. 

1.1.9 Cognitive Maps 

As an industry changes, so does the perception of it, which leads us to the concept of hu-
man cognition. Reger & Palmer (1996) claim that there are two basic mind sets: the automat-
ic and the controlled. The automatic cognitive map is unconscious, while the controlled mind set 
allows managers to make conscious and rational calculations and decisions. Cognitive maps 
and automatic thinking makes managers think and act in the way they usually do, almost 
like an unconscious, habitual response. It may be very hard to look at new issues in a new 
way. Thus, managers have to be mindful of his behavior; is environmental data collected 
the same way it always has? In that case, what data are we passively disregarding? To ask 
these questions is to challenge experience and a behavior that has worked in the past. Thus, 
changing cognitive maps can be very difficult, especially in a mature industry like the car 
dealer industry. This is why it is so interesting to see if cognitive maps and industrial wis-
dom (which can be interpreted as the industry-wide cognitive map) have changed.   

1.2 Problem 
This thesis was a natural part of our graduate studies within business and management, but 
what is more important; the understanding and knowledge we have accumulated during 
this process will always be a big support as we move on to business life. This research 
aimed to contribute to the development of knowledge and research within this topic, but 
also to contribute to the car dealer industry and their understanding of their own shared 
perceptions. The reason for why industrial wisdom is so important to investigate is because 
of its link to understanding the environment. Understanding the context in which a com-
pany acts is essential for strategy making, and other strategic processes such as analysis, 
planning and actions. Hence, this thesis has the potential to inspire consideration of the ba-
sis on which strategy is crafted. In the end we present our model; or rather a development 
of other theories and models, combined in a new way.   

Reger and Palmer (1996) pointed out that little research had been conducted on how envi-
ronmental changes lead to cognitive changes, and they suggested further research on this 
topic. This is exactly what we have done in this thesis: we have examined the link between 
environmental change and industrial wisdom, and thus also treated cognitive maps. Fur-
ther, Akpinar (2007) claim that not much have been written about what impact institutional 
regulations have on industry structure, and this is why we look at how an institutional regu-
lation (the 1400/2002 block exemption) affected industrial wisdom in the car dealer indus-
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try. We have found research conducted on the topics of institutional pressure and industrial 
wisdom, but not any research that combine the two like we do in this thesis. 

The main objective of this thesis was to build knowledge; that is, to learn from previous re-
search and use it together with our own findings, in order to propose an extension or ad-
justment of existing theory. To build our own empirical knowledge of industrial wisdom 
and what affects it, we conducted a qualitative research by interviewing 19 CEOs from the 
car dealer industry in Sweden. The sample was designed by a technique called maximum 
variation sampling, in which we as researchers used our own judgment to pick cases that 
we found were extra informative. We started out with a list derived from the homepage of 
MRF (the car dealers’ trade association), simply because it is the most comprehensive list of 
accredited car dealers in Sweden. The companies had to be similar in three ways; they had 
to sell new cars, used cars and offer service/repair. After that first filtering, we informed 
ourselves of the companies, decided upon several selection criteria and selected the cases 
that differed most considering these criteria.  

Before we conducted the interviews, we reviewed literature to gain a general understanding 
of the industry and what issues were important in the car dealer business. We used our 19 
semi-structured interviews as raw data (results) and discussed and interpreted them in our 
analysis. However, after the interviews we discovered a need to complement our frame of 
reference to highlight the patterns we found in our results, and to guide us towards an ap-
propriate explanation of our findings. This is how we used theory to analyze our results. 
Finally, the research question was answered in the conclusion and our model was drafted.  

2 Purpose 
In the light of the car dealer industry and the 1400/2002 motor vehicle block exemption, 
we investigated if change due to institutional pressure can affect industrial wisdom. If so, 
we wanted to know what this process looked like. Our intention was to explain how this 
happens; in the end we present a model that develops several theoretical concepts and ties 
them together in a new fashion.  

3 Research Questions  
In order to fulfill our purpose, we asked ourselves:  
 

-  Can change due to institutional pressure affect industrial wisdom? 
-  If so, how? 

4 Method 
In this part of the thesis we explain what perspective and values we had when approaching this research. 
This is important since it potentially influenced the way we interpreted our results and what conclusions we 
made. This chapter also explains our approach and the research process itself – how we conducted the re-
search and why we chose these particular methods to fulfill our purpose. 
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4.1 Perspective 
Our ambition was to capture how change (brought on by the block exemption) affected 
the industrial wisdom in the car dealer industry in Sweden. Thus we chose to look at the 
industry through the eyes of the car dealers, to capture how they interpreted their situation 
and environment. We did not take the perspective of any other actor into account, such as 
consumers, importers, associations or others. We focused on a variety of dealers because 
we assumed that perception and industrial wisdom might look different with respect to 
several characteristics; turnover, number of brands, range of brands, city size, number of 
facilities, employees, and ownership structure. Contacting dealers that were similar with re-
spect to these characteristics may have resulted in a bias towards the actual impact of the 
exemption rules. The interviews were conducted with the CEO of each firm, as that person 
is responsible for its strategy and performance and thus also responsible for a possible 
change. The goal of each interview was to understand how the CEO interpreted the effects 
of the block exemption. We did not conduct interviews with other people/functions in the 
companies to get their view of the subject matter, simply because it was not the focus of 
our thesis to verify if the industrial wisdom was consistent throughout the company. Talk-
ing to other functions could have distorted focus as the other employees were not involved 
in the strategy creation to the same extent and thus not affecting the industry as much as 
the CEOs did.   

We had an advantage in being researchers from outside of the industry; with limited pre-
knowledge and limited preconceptions, we were free to ask all sorts of questions. By con-
ducting broad interviews we recognized both a wide range of different perceptions and the 
depth of their complexity. From our fairly large sample we could se patterns emerge, we 
could find indications of industrial wisdom but we also realized that managers played quite 
different roles in the industry screenplay. We found both differences and similarities in the 
interpretations made by the CEO’s and had the advantage of learning how managers under 
different circumstances interpret and reason about the industry. From our interview sum-
maries we identified patterns and variations that together made up the basis of industrial 
wisdom. The reason for why industrial wisdom is so important to investigate is because of 
its link to understanding or perceiving the environment. Understanding the context in 
which the business acts is central to strategy making.     

4.2 Delimitation 
We must not forget that the competitive climate in an industry can, and do, change for 
many different reasons. There are signs suggesting new manufacturers from Asia enters the 
market, and there may be new technology advancing, both posing a threat to margins. Not 
to mention the international financial crises that has hit the car manufacturing industry very 
hard, including General Motors (owner of SAAB Automobile) and Ford (owner of Volvo 
Personvagnar) (Jordahl & Ådahl, 2009). However, changes like these are not within the 
scope of our research, as we are only interested in how industrial wisdom has been affected 
by the 2002 motor vehicle block exemption. It is difficult to capture one specific change 
and its effects on the industry, while other changes occur simultaneously. Also, it is difficult 
to separate the direct effect from the indirect effect. However, by the way in which the in-
terviews were performed, we discussed general issues and the group exemption in a way 
that parallels, if applicable, were revealed. It is important to underline that we are not inves-
tigating in the issues per se, but rather if the perception of them has changed or not. We 
have solely focused on Sweden as our aim is to map only the situation of Swedish car deal-
ers.  
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Because of time and budget constraints we could not cover the whole population. There-
fore we chose to design a sample consisting of dealers that are different with respect to 
several characteristics; turnover, number of brands, range of brands, city size, number of 
facilities, employees, and ownership structure. We did this because we assumed that dealers 
with different characteristics face somewhat different challenges and opportunities.  

4.3 Values and Point of Departure 
Research can be approached in different ways; at one extreme end is interpretivism and at 
the other extreme is positivism, but usually the actual approach lies somewhere in between. 
When a researcher holds a positivistic view, s/he investigates something that s/he believes 
can be observed and exists in a true and objective reality - results are considered to be rules 
that can be generalized. On the other end of the scale we had interpretivism, in which hu-
mans have roles in a social world and the aim of the research is to enter this subjective 
world and understand it from the actor’s perspective. Depending on how actors interpret 
their part, they play a role in the complicated script we call the “world”, (Saunders, Lewis & 
Thornhill, 2007). In this thesis we take a more interpretistic view since we intended to see 
how the complex world of the car dealers was interpreted by them. This became even more 
appropriate once the interviews confirmed that interpretations of the environment some-
what differed among actors. We could thus focus on CEOs interpretations, perceptions, 
thoughts and understanding of their complex situation. With this approach, there was also 
room for us to be more involved in the interviews, to get involved in discussion, in which 
we could follow the reasoning of the CEO, which led to a better understanding from our 
side. Another reason for us taking a more interpretistic view, is the fact that we chose to 
write a thesis investigating qualitative/soft factors (industrial wisdom), that can be best un-
derstood with this view. Also, this approach is claimed to be very appropriate when con-
ducting management research, which we did (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2007).  

This approach also goes in-line with how we view our results. We do not claim that our 
findings are “truths” or rules, or that we have interpreted the car dealers’ situation “correct-
ly”, as we believe there is no such a thing as a “correct interpretation”. Maybe we do not 
even have any use for a hypothetically “objective” interpretation. We have conducted a qu-
alitative research to get an understanding of what elementary phenomenon was observable. 
Thus, we consider the phenomenon of change in perception generalizable, not the actual con-
tents of the perception; our model is generalizable, but not the manager perceptions of the 
industry. Also, environment and circumstances change quickly, why conclusions on the 
contents would not be valid for a long time (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2007).  

Recapturing above discussion; we are not at the end of the scale between the two different 
research views: we have a bit of positivism in the thesis as well. Although we do not believe 
that our findings are general and solid as laws, we do believe that our findings are some-
what representative and can be used to understand this (and other) industries. Our findings 
have the potential to help explain some general issues, such as how industrial wisdom can 
be affected by institutional change, also in other industries than the car dealer industry. 

Since we approach the world as interpretists, it is reasonable that we also believe in subjec-
tivism. The contrary view, objectivism, suggests that all people (CEOs, in our case) can be 
objective and make decisions out of objective information. But we have rather studied a 
social phenomenon created out of perceptions by the social actors in the world, which 
makes us subjectivists. In accordance, we have studied the subjective motives of these so-
cial actors to understand their actions and their subjective reality (Saunders, Lewis & 
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Thornhill, 2007). This research approach suggests that we could approach the studied phe-
nomenon with the goal to either change it or to interpret it (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 
2007). Our motive was to interpret and make sense of the car dealers’ world to understand 
the complex situation, and thus contribute to the explanation of what is going on in the in-
dustry rather than recommend how it should be (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2007).   

Finally, this thesis is made by two people with own experiences, preconceptions, values and 
beliefs, which naturally are reflected in the process and in the writing. We were faced with 
tough choices of what empirical data to regard as relevant and what theoretical knowledge 
to incorporate in our frame of reference. In order to keep focus on fulfilling our purpose 
we had to exclude data and limit our theory. Naturally we could not incorporate all empiri-
cal data we found interesting, and there could have been many different theories to con-
trast our data against. Mintzberg offers a thought on what really defines useful theory when 
he writes in the foreword to the book Rethinking Strategy: “I have my preferences, but that mere-
ly reflects what I find more useful” (in Volberda, 2001, p. 41). The theory in this thesis was cho-
sen because it was what we found to be most useful in fulfilling our purpose, not what we 
believed was the complete or final answer.   

4.4 Research Approach 
The goal of this thesis was not to confirm or reject an existing theory, but rather contribute 
to exiting theory. Our main objective was to build knowledge about industrial wisdom, to 
learn from previous research and build upon that knowledge in order to propose an exten-
sion or adjustment of existing theory. We chose to conduct interviews; these will be de-
scribed later in this section. 

Apart from the strict academic goal of contributing to research and theory, it was also our 
ambition that our results should be relevant and useful for the car dealer industry; win-win 
is an early lesson in business school. This goes in-line with management researcher Ver-
meulen’s (2007) thoughts: “Relevance is found in generating insight practitioners find useful for under-
standing their own organizations and situations better than before.” (Vermeulen, 2007, p. 755). We 
have never had any intention of trying to describe the industry in all its complexity, nor 
have we tried to find the answer to how companies in the industry should behave. Rather, 
our goal was to contribute to the knowledge and understanding of the (perceived) industry 
situation since the introduction of the group exemption. Considering the new knowledge 
presented in this thesis, in conjunction with existing industry knowledge and experience, 
CEOs may be able to make more informed decisions in the future. Since industrial wisdom 
affects the way CEOs perceive the industry (Vermeulen, 2007; Melander, 1997), we believe 
that an understanding of the context in which the business acts, is central to decision and 
strategy making. The interpretation of context shapes strategy making, which shapes the fu-
ture of a business. Hence, this thesis has the potential to inspire consideration of the basis 
on which strategy is crafted, and thus affect a business’ future. 

We chose a qualitative research approach, since collecting statistical data would not have 
given us the insight we needed to fulfill our purpose. The goal was to gather information to 
get an insight to how leaders in the investigated firms perceived the industry, their compa-
ny and their strategic issues and processes. By conducting interviews with the leaders we 
understood their perception from inside the company, looking out on the environment and 
the industry. Thus, we asked to borrow their glasses when looking out on the world. Strat-
egy making is built on an understanding of the environment, why leaders’ perception of the 
industry and its change is so important to understand. Our goal was to explore how these 
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leaders understood their situation and this would have been difficult to do with statistics. As 
perception differ from person to person, we believe that it is better to let people choose 
their own words to explain how they interpret what is going on around them, rather than 
having them circle numbers on a scale of predefined answers. As reality is complex, so are 
the interpretation of our findings - results were summarized and analyzed by structuring 
topics rather than interpreting statistical correlations (Miles and Huberman, 1994, referred 
to by Mårtensson, 2001).  

Our time horizon for the interviews was limited to fall and spring, September 2008 until 
March 2009. Thus we can only claim to have made a cross-sectional investigation, like a 
snapshot of the managers’ perception of reality and change due to the block exemption. 
That is; leaders’ perception today, may it be about yesterday, today or tomorrow. This can 
be argued to be a bias since industrial wisdom is created and changed over time, and thus 
should be studied for a long period. However, this limitation aside, we can claim to have a 
fair understanding of the many perceptions of the industry at the moment, in the light of 
the block exemption. This gives us a fair understanding of the present industrial wisdom 
(and perception of change from 2002 until present time), as captured by a snapshot. Thus, 
we believe this cross-sectional approach is a strength of our thesis, since it has enabled us 
to focus on a thorough investigation at one point in time.   

4.5 Research Process and Strategy 
The general strategy to fulfill our purpose and answer our research questions, was to first 
review literature and then conduct the interviews, to gain a general understanding of the 
setting and the problems the car dealers dealt with. The interviews with the managers in the 
car dealer industry were considered to be our results, and they made up the basis of our 
analysis in which we discussed and interpreted the information. We soon realized that this 
research was not a linear process; after the interviews we searched for complimentary 
theory that was used to highlight the patterns we found. It helped us to focus and guided 
us towards an appropriate theoretical framework, in order to better understand the dimen-
sions of our results and explain our findings. Finally, the research questions were answered 
in the conclusion.  

4.5.1 Literature Review 

Recapturing above, we searched for references dealing with environmental change and how 
it affects companies and strategic work processes and issues, in order to understand how 
context affect managers strategic work in general. This was before the interviews took 
place. We also did background research about the industry through industry magazines, to 
better understand the specific issues facing car dealers, and thus have basic knowledge of 
these issues if they would appear in the interviews. 

We started out searching for articles on the topic of change in an industry. We also used a 
book about strategy written by Melander & Nordqvist (2008), as a guide to further refer-
ences, as this book investigated industrial wisdom in a chapter. After conducting half of the 
interviews and got an idea of were we were heading with the material, we decided upon our 
main focus and topic of the paper. Then we searched for additional sources and turned to a 
book on strategy by De Wit & Meyer (2005), because it discussed cognitive maps and stra-
tegic reasoning. This aligned with previous references which related industrial wisdom to 
cognitive maps. These books proved to be very valuable in providing references to articles 
and previous studies, even if we did not use the books per se as much in this paper. 
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The theory section of this thesis presents and discusses research about primarily environ-
ment, change, cognitive maps and industrial wisdom. We have also used articles from Mo-
torbranschen (magazine published by Motorbranschens Riksförbund - MRF), the trade asso-
ciation for car dealers, car repair shops, and the lacquer industry (MRF, n.d) to get a better 
understanding of the situation the car dealers are in today.  

As mentioned, we conducted the interviews before completing our theoretical framework, 
as relevancy of theory depended much on the findings from the interviews. If we instead 
had completed the theoretical framework first, we could have been biased when conduct-
ing the research, trying to fit reality into our model. This would have been to test theory, 
whether it holds or not. Rather, we intended to make a model based on the theory and our 
actual findings. 

The majority of literature used is from western/industrial countries, however as we study 
the car dealer industry in Sweden, this issue might be irrelevant. It is not very useful to 
search for literature from totally different settings, considering the issues we are investigat-
ing and the focus we have chosen. However, since many of the articles we have used are 
written a long time ago (from the 80s or even further back), research might have pro-
gressed since then. However, many of these references are well known and respected, and 
have been used as a foundation for many other researchers in the field.   

4.5.2 Data Collection 

As with all research, our main objective was to build upon previous research and create 
new knowledge. More specifically; our research aimed to collect and understand interpreta-
tions of the change created by the block exemption (Stake 1995, referred to by Mårtensson, 
2001). When talking about an organization interpreting its environment, it is pretty obvious 
that the firm is not a living organism with own thoughts that is able to make interpreta-
tions. Rather, it is the organizations’ top management that makes the interpretation on be-
half of the company. These managers share and create new data, perceptions and cognitive 
maps, which makes them the interpretation system of the industry (Daft & Weick, 1984). 
We would also like to add that since the top management should have the most compre-
hensive information and make the final decisions of the company, their interpretations are 
most relevant for our purpose. Due to time constraints we could not interview entire top 
management teams, but chose to interview only the Chief Executive Officers. We do real-
ize that the interpretation process is not solely done by the CEO, but that person holds the 
highest position in the organization thus should have the most comprehensive information 
regarding environment and organization, and the most influence. Since the purpose of our 
thesis was to find out if/how industrial wisdom was changed (by the block exemption), it 
was suitable to interview the CEO. Note that one of our interviewees was in fact not a 
CEO, but was appointed by the CEO to represent his role in the company during our in-
terview. Regardless, we will refer to all interviewees in the same way. 

Because we had studied the rules of the block exemption, and because we had searched 
through several years of the industry magazine (Motorbranschen), we reasoned that the 
block exemption possibly could affect companies very differently. Therefore, it was re-
quired that all companies conducted business within three business areas: new cars, used 
cars and service & repair. This was because talking to a dealer with only one of these busi-
ness areas could have been a bias towards the actual impact of the exemption rules. Aside 
from this, we wanted the companies to be different so that we could get a feeling for how 
CEOs from different circumstances perceived the industry and a possible change (for ex-
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ample; small companies may perceived the industry different than larger companies). We 
started out with a list derived from the homepage of MRF (thus all companies in this study 
are members of MRF), because we could not cover the whole population. Thus we used 
this list as our point of departure for making the selection of our sample, simply because it 
is the most comprehensive list of accredited car dealers in Sweden. From this list we chose 
companies that differed with respect to several characteristics; turnover, number of brands, 
range of brands, city size, number of facilities, employees, and ownership structure (for 
more information about the participating companies characteristics, see Appendix C). 
These characteristics are important for many reasons; naturally, a dealer can only have an 
opinion of their own GA(s), why a wide range of brand representatives are important. And, 
new establishments are very expensive and must be initiated by the owners, why it is im-
portant to look at companies with different ownership structures. Usually when selecting 
samples from a population, it is suggested that the sample should be random. This is in or-
der to ensure that the results can be generalized and provide statistical proof of a pheno-
menon (Saunders, Lewis, Thornhill, 2007). However, the purpose of this thesis is not to do 
that, but rather to conduct a qualitative research to get an understanding of what elementa-
ry phenomenon was observable. Therefore we used our own judgment to select those cases 
that were especially informative and that helped us the most to answer the research ques-
tions, and we crafted a so called maximum variation sample from above characteristics. Em-
phasis in this technique is on case information-richness to observe distinctiveness between 
the firms (Saunders, Lewis, Thornhill, 2007). Using the MRF-list as basis, we searched the 
internet for information on the companies, visited their homepages and red about them in 
Motorbranschen – in order to design a proper heterogeneous sample. In this way, a fairly 
small maximum variation sample can be of much more use than a larger random sample, 
because it definitely contains different types of cases (Saunders, Lewis, Thornhill, 2007). 
Some argue that such a sample is indeed a strength (Saunders, Lewis, Thornhill, 2007), and 
we agree. Considering that the population size is quite large; a random sample would have 
needed to be much larger to comprise all characteristics, and thus it would have been very 
hard to sort and analyze the material and draw conclusions from it. A smaller random sam-
ple would not have sufficiently covered the relevant phenomenon, and would have signifi-
cantly reduced the quality of the research. However, it is a bias that the whole population 
was not covered. The final sample consisted of 22 firms, which will remain anonymous 
throughout this thesis. 

We contacted the CEOs between October and January; first by their e-mail and thereafter 
by telephone. In total 22 CEOs were contacted, out of which two rejected, one we could 
not get hold of and 19 agreed to the interviews. The CEOs did not get access to our ques-
tions before the interview; however we did explain the purpose of our research and what 
areas we would like to cover (see Appendix A).  

As we had not chosen the specific theory before conducting the interviews, we were quite 
open to what we would find. However, we did expect the industry to have adjusted and 
perhaps settled after the block exemption, as a couple of years had passed since its imple-
mentation. Other than that, we did not know what to expect since the industry and the 
topics were initially unfamiliar grounds to us. 

All interviews were conducted face-to-face, and lasted for about 1-1½  hour, in which there 
was enough time to cover the important areas. We had a high research involvement (we 
met the interviewees in person) and Schein (1992, in Mårtensson, 2001) argues that this in-
volvement can provide a deeper understanding, which is suitable for us considering we 
needed to understand how the CEOs interpreted their industry and situation. Tools for 
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conducting the interviews were a tape recorder and a framework of questions (see Appen-
dix B) which guided the discussions in case they would get off track. As such, our inter-
views were not entirely unstructured, but rather semi-structured (Saunders, Lewis & 
Thornhill, 2007), because in order to fulfill our purpose we had to cover some specific 
areas. However, our intention was to let the interviewee lead the discussion and bring up 
own topics and issues. This means that all interviews had an own flow in which the ques-
tions followed the discussion rather than having the discussion follow the questions. Ques-
tions were therefore not necessarily asked in the same order at each interview and some 
questions were answered before they were asked why an articulated question was unneces-
sary. Each interview was opened with a very broad question about the industry and compe-
tition, and all interviews were closed with the same question; “is there any question or topic that, 
in the light of the new block regulation, should have been covered today, that you think this interview has 
not covered?” Our intention was to make the CEOs formulate their own interpretations and 
lead the discussion into topics that they perceived as essential for understanding the conse-
quences of the exemption. This was yet another opportunity to cover aspects that the CEO 
felt was important and related to our topic but perhaps not noticed by us. 

The fact that our interviews were not more structured can be questioned because the an-
swers of each interview would have been easier to compare. However, we would not have 
gotten such a comprehensive view of CEO perception if we would have forced perception 
to only concern predefined issues. This is not conventional and it is a risk we have ac-
cepted, thinking of the arguments by Daft & Lewin (1990); that research is often con-
ducted in conventional manners with conventional methods, and thereby mainly covers 
mainstream ideas. Research using unconventional methods has therefore had difficulty be-
ing published, which has led to limited research topics (Daft & Lewin, 1990). We believe 
this is an unhealthy development of research and we are therefore confident that even 
though we have used a less conventional method, it is justified because it helped us to an-
swer our research questions. It made it possible for respondents to speak from the heart 
and for us as researchers to find further relevant issues through the interviews. However, 
this does certainly not mean that the paper has brought up all the findings from the inter-
views. Naturally, all data was sorted for relevant information, cross examined and analyzed 
to find patterns and conclude our findings. The most difficult task was to exclude all data 
that did not build towards our purpose. There were many interesting discussions about 
business dynamics and environmental consequences that in some way can be linked to our 
topic, but not directly to our purpose, thus had to be excluded.     

All interviews were recorded, for the purpose of not having to take notes but rather be ful-
ly concentrated on the interview. After this, all interviews were transcribed, where after we 
did summaries of each of them. No recorded interviews or transcribed interviews will be, 
or have been, shared as these were conducted in confidence. If the material would have 
been made public, we would probably not have reached the same level of intimacy with our 
interviewees, which would have lowered the quality of this thesis. The transcribed inter-
views were summarized to find the most relevant parts after which the information was 
placed into groups depending on topic. 

It should be mentioned that the firms’ and managers’ names are and will remain anonym-
ous throughout this paper. Result wise, nothing would be gained by revealing who said 
what. Rather, we attempt to present the big picture. However, quotations have been used 
in the paper to highlight issues or perceptions and to present the reader with an opportuni-
ty to digest un-interpreted data from our interviews, which helps the reader to evaluate 
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whether our interpretations are satisfactory. What is more, it is an act of respect for the 
managers that trusted us to speak freely about their thoughts.  

The results of the interviews will be presented in chapter 6.  

4.5.3 Data Analysis   

All interviews were transcribed, and then summarized to find the most relevant data. After 
that, the information was divided into groups depending on topic. For example, all inter-
views were scanned for perceptions on competition, and this information was collected in a 
group called Competition, so that all perceptions on competition lay side by side. This made 
it easier to compare, cross examine, contrast and find patterns in perceptions, and to make 
a simplified sum of the industry perception, thus the industrial wisdom. 

We created our analysis through discussions and with words, which made us unable to 
standardize our findings as could have been done in a quantitative research. But, since we 
conducted a qualitative research and observed a complex reality, we did not expect the 
analysis of our finding to be quantitative, standardized and simple. However, we could use 
reliable techniques to organize and group our results into an outline; an outline connecting 
empirical findings with theory which enabled us to conduct a thorough analysis, and reach 
a conclusion from our interpretations. Discussing the material with each other forced us to 
find arguments for our interpretations, aiming to reach a more nuanced picture.  

Even though we have investigated a specific setting (the car dealer industry and how it has 
been affected by the 2002 block exemption) we believe the findings could be generalized to 
some extent. Other industries also have institutional pressure and most often industrial 
wisdom, which concludes that the patterns we have found could be present elsewhere. The 
model we developed is rather general in the sense that it captures our phenomenon of in-
terest without being so detailed that it does not have the potential to hold under different 
circumstances or in a different industry. Once again we point to the fact that the world is a 
complex phenomenon, why an exact model would be hard to produce and quite useless if 
it could be produced as it would hold for that situation only. Including too many details 
distorts attention from the actual findings.   

4.6 Reliability and Validity 
When research involves interpretations, there is always a level of uncertainty of whether the 
phenomenon has been correctly interpreted. As we cannot be sure that we have interpreted 
the car dealers’ perception of their situation correctly, we can only try to reduce the subjec-
tivity and increase the reliability of our research. We strived to use data collection tech-
niques that would lead to consistent findings in our analysis, which means that anyone us-
ing the same data and the same techniques will find the same results as we have. Consistent 
findings are reliable, and we have aimed to make our findings as reliable as possible 
(Saunders et al, 2007).  

We believe that we successfully have reduced the subjectivity and that other research using 
the same methods would yield similar findings. We conducted many interviews with first 
hand sources: managers of car dealers. If another researcher would have conducted inter-
views about the industry, we believe that the managers would have answered similarly as 
they did to our questions. But of course, if the interviews would be conducted a couple of 
years from now, the managers perception of the environment would likely be different 
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from what it was when we did the interviews, as interpretations can change. We also tran-
scribed the interviews to reduce the risk of us misinterpreting what was said or to forget 
some parts, which made our analysis more reliable. Fortunately, we were two researchers 
discussing the findings and our interpretations from them. Thus, if both of us interpreted 
the interviews in the same way, it is likely that another researcher would reach the same 
conclusion.   

Interviewing the CEOs reduced the problem of them not telling the truth, because they are 
highest in the company hierarchy and thus have no pressure from above.  

Using semi structured interviews; we did not face the same threat toward inconsistencies in 
the answers, as we would have using unstructured interviews. Our interview framework 
made sure we covered the same areas during all interviews, but it was not possible to struc-
ture the interviews further as we had to ask questions that had no simple “yes” or “no” an-
swer. In order to fulfill our purpose to understand the perception of the industry we re-
quired a dialogue and room for open discussions.  

Validity concerns if the findings are what they appear to be and the causal relationship be-
tween the findings and our research area (Saunders et. al, 2007). During the interviews we 
clearly and specifically asked about change derived from the block exemption 2002 
(amongst other things). We were aware that other changes in the environment, such as the 
financial crisis, could have created changes in the industry and industrial wisdom. Also in 
our analysis we tried to concentrate only on the changes that clearly related to the block ex-
emption, and to eliminate observations relating to more general changes. As an example; 
we could confirm changes in strategy content, but not confirm that they related to the 
block exemption. Because we could not see the causal relationship to our research ques-
tions and purpose these were excluded from our findings.  

The theories we used were chosen because of their relevancy in our research (we first col-
lected the empirical data, and then chose theory and models) and because they explained 
the patterns we found in our empirical data. After the analysis, we developed a new model 
based on previous research and other models. Thus, our model is a combination of several 
models further developed; we evolved well supported knowledge, rather than created fun-
damentally new knowledge. 

Even though we explored the car dealer industry in Sweden, the lessons are not necessarily 
limited to this industry. The car dealer industry may in some aspects be quite special, but 
we still believe that the result from our research can be generalized to other industries and 
other settings. The phenomenon of change (not the contents of change) could affect per-
ception in the same way in any industry. Thus, we consider the phenomenon of change in 
perception generalizable, not the actual contents of the perception. Thus, our model is gene-
ralizable, but not the manager perceptions of the industry. As an example, if the perceived 
recipe of success in the car industry is multibrand, this does not imply that a manager in the 
detergent industry would perceive the same thing to be true in his industry. Rather, change 
created from deregulation in the detergent industry could lead to change in perception and 
industrial wisdom in that industry.   
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5 Frame of Reference  
This part of the thesis introduce our theoretical framework, that is; theories and previous research we have 
found most useful for interpretation of our results and fulfilling our purpose. We use this framework to un-
derstand and analyze our results from the interviews with the CEOs. First we discuss the importance of 
understanding the environment of the organization, followed by introducing and explaining the concept of 
industrial wisdom. Thereafter we discuss industry and company structure and how they affect industrial wis-
dom, a concept closely related to cognitive maps. Last, we explore the active inertia trap. 

5.1 Environment 
In order to understand firms and how they develop, we must understand that they are a 
part of a larger setting or situation. Therefore, we cannot look simply at one individual firm 
to understand why it chose a certain action. Human actions are a part of both the company 
and the environment, as we create the world that we are a part of. These human actions en-
tail forces, both internal and external to a company, and lead to changes in the industry. 
These different forces can be either enabling, which is a force creating change, or they can 
be restraining, which is a force hindering change (Melin, 1987; Melander, 1997). Firms are 
thus independent to choose their own actions, but at the same time, they have to adapt to the 
environment in order to survive, hence they are also dependent on it. Since firms have both 
dependent and independent interactions with the environment, competition in the market 
is uncertain and challenging (Normann, 2005h). The external forces in the industry develop 
outside the firms, but will affect them. An example of an external force is a policy enforced 
by the state (Melin, 1987; Porter, 2008). The environmental change created by the block 
exemption, was not created by the car dealers within the industry, it was created by an out-
side institutional policy from the European Commission. Government policies have the 
power to either restrain entry and competition in an industry, by for example require firms 
to have a license, or they can enable entry and competition (Porter, 2008). We wanted to 
know how a change of government policies and institutional pressure (the implementation 
of the 2002 block exemption) has changed the industry and the car dealers’ industrial wis-
dom. In our case, the block exemption made it possible for incumbent car dealers to settle 
anywhere within EU, and to sell whatever mix of brands they preferred under the same 
roof. Note however, that car dealers have received a possibility, which in no way implies that 
this possibility automatically will be exploited. However, as Porter (2008) explains; it is not 
the actual entry that has an effect on competition, but the possibility of entry. Porter (2008) 
also argues that the best way to understand how institutional pressure influences the indus-
try is to investigate the effects of the pressure. And this is exactly what we aimed to do: in-
vestigate the effects of institutional change (the block exemption) on perception of the in-
dustry, or rather, industry wisdom.  

Change can be defined as a movement from one state to another, and when it happens, it 
causes an imbalance in which the rules of competition changes. In this thesis we looked at 
the implementation of the motor vehicle block exemption from 2002, which changed the 
conditions for the industry. This change must be addressed by the firm (Normann, 2005h). 
This shows that there is indeed a strong link between the environment in an industry and 
the firms operating in it, and that there needs to be a balance or match between the differ-
ent elements. This is strengthened by that Balogun & Hailey, with Johnson & Scholes 
(1999) argue that organizational change must be in-line with the environment of the firm. 
Therefore, a change process should be in-line with the specific situation of the firm. This 
indicates that change (created by the block exemption) in the car dealer environment, 
should also lead to change of the firms in the car dealer industry, and thus also change in 
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the understanding of the industry. This is supported by the fact that organizations strive to 
create stability between itself and its environment, so if environment changes, so should 
firms. However, stability in this case suggest moving with the environment, not conducting 
business as usual by repetitive actions or remain passive by following proven recipes for 
success. Furthermore, it does not help to conduct more of the same things that used to 
work, as the situation and environment has changed. Rather, it is change and reconstruc-
tion within the firm that create stability between it and the (turbulent) environment. Stabili-
ty is achieved by adapting to the situation, and sometimes by influencing or changing the 
environment (Alexanderson & Trossmark, 1997; Normann, 2005; Sull, 2005). However, 
opinions differ regarding whether the firm should change to fit the environment (best done 
in structured environments); or whether the firm can, and should, change the environment 
(best done in unstructured environments) (Bengtsson & Skärvad, 2001). Organizations that 
are well managed will anticipate the coming change, adapt to the situation and rise above 
the changes - they might even create or reorganize the change itself. Facing change, all 
firms must consider their options; how and when they should change, and how fast they 
are able to change considering their capacity. This process takes time and should not be 
hurried. Organizations need to combine a good and timely analysis with action, being aware 
not to overanalyze or hurry into a situation that might be irreversible (Normann, 2005h). 
This shows that firms need to interpret their environment in order to understand the 
change and to be able to act thereafter, but this process takes time. Because of these rea-
sons, we believe that stability is created through change, until there is a new equilibrium in 
which the environment and firms have adjusted themselves against each other and are in 
synchronization. We believe this happens when an industry has changed its wisdom from 
one equilibrium, gone through change, and came to a new equilibrium where a new domi-
nant logic has been created. By new dominant logic we mean that the wisdom has evolved or 
changed, and not that the old is erased and a new has been created. With this thesis we inves-
tigated if/how the industry CEOs perceived a change of the environment due to the block 
exemption. 

5.2 Industrial Wisdom 
Industrial wisdom can be described as a reasonable, consistent, yet subjective sense-making 
of reality in an industry. This sense-making is a way to understand and justify actions and 
strategies implemented by firms and is not questioned by incumbents. It may seem imposs-
ible to understand everything that is going on in the industry, but the fact is that most firms 
tend to do similar things, thus interpretation is actually possible. Having said this, reality 
and industrial wisdom are not synonymous. Rather, industrial wisdom is a perception of re-
ality, shared within an industry. What the objective reality actually looks like are beyond our 
scope for this thesis and perhaps not possible to uncover, nor very relevant. Regardless, in 
a perceived reality restrictions might be self imposed, rather than real (Melin, 1987; Melan-
der in Melander & Nordqvist, 2008; Melander, 1997). A shared perception of reality creates 
stability, or at least a sense of it, in an otherwise complex world. Thus, the more actors 
reinforcing this perception, the stronger industrial wisdom becomes and also the sense of 
stability. From this follows that firms tend not to challenge the wisdom as it helps to in-
terpret and construct the world and reduces uncertainty. Also, if industrial wisdom (shared 
perception) is supported by many and strong actors, it is risky for incumbent firms to have 
a different perception of reality (Melander, 1997; Melander in Melander & Nordqvist, 
2008). This thesis examines if and how industrial wisdom in the car dealer industry was af-
fected by the change in the environment created by the block exemption. We interviewed 
CEOs to understand how they perceived their environment, if they perceived a change 
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from the new regulation and what (re)actions they perceived was made. The summary of 
their perceptions can be argued to represent industrial wisdom, and thus change in their 
perception can be related to a change in industrial wisdom. 

The wisdom defines and explains perceived reality and consists of unwritten rules or truths 
of how to behave or not behave. These truths are not always a recipe of success, but mere-
ly regarded by industry actors as “common sense”. Some claim that being unaware of 
“common sense” will enable actors to think in a new way, to think “outside the box”. 
Thus, these rules both enable “business as usual” and restrain thinking “outside the box” 
(Smircich & Stubbart, 1985; in Melin, 1987). By now it should be clear that we act in the 
world depending on how we interpret it; we do not act on an objective, actual reality (if such 
a thing truly exists). In this way interpretations are always subjective as they depend on who 
makes them: different persons interpret things in different ways. It is “[t]he subjective interpre-
tations of the industrial field [… ] and freedom of action within the field [that] decide which strategic action 
a focal company will eventually pursue” (Melin, 1987, p. 29). Thus, a firm’s subjective interpreta-
tion of the industry will decide what strategy it will craft. But the company has no “mind” 
of its own, so who makes the interpretation of reality? The answer is leaders; and out of 
their perceptions of “reality” they will build a map to guide them – a cognitive map. We 
will develop this concept later in this chapter.  

In this thesis we use the terms industrial wisdom (above) and dominant logic (below) inter-
changeably because we interpret them to be different descriptions of the same phenomena.  

When observing organizations, environmental change and its effects are evident every-
where, claims Prahalad & Bettis (1995). At the same time, information technology increases 
the amount of information, which does not seem to make response to change easier. The 
authors talk about information-rich but interpretation-poor systems, because information is not 
the same as actionable knowledge. Organizations have focused on generating large data 
flows of information regarding the environment and the business units. But this informa-
tion is not very useful unless it can be decoded in a way that managers can grasp and make 
use of. Prahalad & Bettis (1995) further propose that this is the explanation for why so 
many organizations have difficulties to change; firms have plenty of information but an in-
terpretation-poor system. Out of all data; what is important, and how do we interpret it? 
Much research has tried to answer these questions by focusing on strategy, systems and struc-
ture, instead of examining the comprehensive causal base – the dominant logic. The dominant 
logic can best be explained as an information filter for the organization, enabling or re-
stricting data flows. It selects what information is useful and passes it on into the organiza-
tion for interpretation, and it disregards all information regarded as worthless so that it 
never enters the organization. In practice, this filter is the result of all previous knowledge, 
lessons learnt, assumptions, perception of reality, what is possible et cetera. For example, if 
we are taught and convinced of that the world is flat and that one cannot sail too far away 
from land as one would tip over the edge, we would not consider taking the boat to other 
places as we are restrained from the thought that it is possible, whether it is the truth or 
not. In the same way, data that gets through the filter influences the whole organization; 
strategy, systems, values et cetera, and is used by managers for strategy development. Thus, 
if a predisposed perception allows a limited amount (or range) of information to enter the 
organization and be used for strategy development – the firm will somewhat reinforce its 
own behavior. So, when the perceived relevant information has been filtered by the man-
agers, it is transformed into the strategy, values et cetera. Then learning shapes the domi-
nant logic by a feedback loop. Hence dominant logic and organizational learning are inter-
dependent (Prahalad & Bettis, 1995).   
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This dominant logic affects how managers interpret their environment, and is consistent 
with the ideas of industrial wisdom. Also, we interpret a narrow bandwidth of the filter as 
the same thing as a strong industrial wisdom, hence it affects the way organizations learn 
and take in information and interpret it. As the environment changed (by the block exemp-
tion) the information/data about the environment also changed. How much if this new in-
formation that passed through the filter and into the organization depends on how rigid 
the predisposed perceptions were. Whatever information came through the filter, it gave 
managers new things to consider and possibilities to act upon, which eventually should lead 
to a change of industrial wisdom or dominant logic as new ideas and possibilities emerged 
in the industry. For example, if the block exemption led to the possibilities to sell more 
brands under the same roof, this information had to pass the filter of industrial wisdom 
and enter the organization. If managers chose to sell more brands, and received a positive 
outcome, this new information would feed back to the environment by the firm behavior 
and others might follow. In the long run it could lead to a development of the industrial 
wisdom where one “should” sell more brands.  

Prahalad & Bettis (1995) claim that any data considered by managers and then acted on, 
will feed back into the organization again. This will enforce the behavior, each loop making 
it stronger, slowly building wisdom, or dominant logic as Prahalad & Bettis (1995) call it. 
We believe that data also can comprise the behavior of fellow firms; thus Company X can 
by their actions provide new data for managers in Company Y to consider. This does not 
only reinforce the behavior of Company X, but also affects the behavior of Company Y. In 
a larger perspective; Company X is affecting or shaping the industry by its behavior.  

However, actions do not always have to enforce behavior, as we see it. The actions should 
also have the possibility to not enforce behavior if the outcome is not desired. As an exam-
ple, if more brands are sold and this leads to a failure, for sure others would not want to 
imitate that behavior. Perhaps the information from the action (a failure) go into the loop 
again but signals that the action is not wanted, and should therefore not be repeated by the 
actors. The experience is perhaps stored in the industrial wisdom as something one cannot 
or should not do as the action leads to failure.  

According to Prahalad & Bettis (1995), organizational intelligence is the ability of the or-
ganization to learn and acquire knowledge. However, the dominant logic restricts the ability 
for the organization to learn and take in actionable information. The bandwidth of the fil-
ter (dominant logic) represents how much information that passes through, into the organ-
ization. In other words; the rigidity of the dominant logic determines how much new in-
formation that enters, and is considered, within the firm. The authors point out that the 
usual problem for organizations is that they fail to increase or fine-tune the bandwidth; less 
rigidity does not necessarily mean more data. Like genetic factors affect human lives, so does 
dominant logic affect organizational life. Just like genetic factors may cause heart disease in 
humans, dominant logic may cause strategic failure in organizations. If dominant logic is 
the DNA of the organization, it affects the firm deeply. Therefore, we believe it is very im-
portant to investigate the industrial wisdom (or dominant logic), to better understand how it 
affects the firm and how it changes over time.   

Prahalad & Bettis (1995) claim that when there is a small change in the environment, there 
is a small excursion away from equilibrium (dominant logic and the environment move 
apart). This small change is not enough to push the organization over the hill (see Figure 1) 
and down to a new equilibrium and another dominant logic. Only substantial change has 
the ability to push the organization over the hill. We interpret such a large change of an in-
dustry to be a paradigm shift - a “new” logic has emerged from the process. Note that we 
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refer to industrial wisdom as “the old” and “the new” to illustrate how it moves from one 
equilibrium to another. This implies only that the new industrial wisdom is different from 
the previous wisdom, not that the new is any better. 

Figure 1 below, is our own interpretation of the model by Prahalad & Bettis (1995), we also 
use it in a different way to illustrate a somewhat different point. 

 

Figure 1 - Industrial Wisdom (own interpretation) 

A dominant logic may survive for a long time because of two reasons. 1) The hills tend to 
get higher the longer a dominant logic survives (Prahalad & Bettis, 1995), and we suggest 
the reason for this is that the firms get so accustomed to industry behavior that they do not 
reflect over what is really happening, thus reinforcing behavior. Changing perception is a 
difficult process which implies rethinking the assumptions, knowledge and experience that 
have formed the business for a very long time. 2) It is actually an equilibrium that earns fi-
nancial returns to the organizations. Thus, they do not have enough incentive to challenge 
the dominant logic as long as they earn financial returns, even if there are strategic reasons 
to challenge it for the sake of future performance. Considering these reasons, we may un-
derstand why industrial wisdom is so difficult to change. Our interpretation is that a strong 
industrial wisdom is powerful enough to keep firms down at equilibrium. Thus this thesis 
examines whether change created by the block exemption has had any affect on industrial 
wisdom and if that force was enough to push the firms out of the equilibrium.  

The environment also influences how strong the industrial wisdom is. Hambrick, Geletka-
nucz, & Fredrickson (1993) claim that if the environment is uncertain, the firms in the in-
dustry tend to stick to the known recipe for (what is believed to be) success and imitate 
each other to reduce uncertainty, thus the industrial wisdom gets strong in these settings. 
However, if there is no industrial wisdom to follow, this further increases uncertainty of 
the firms as no support can be received by the industrial assumptions of how to cope with 
the environment. In contrast, others claim that new solutions often come when there is a 
crisis or change in the environment as the old recipes are not working any more to create 
profits. This also leads to that the firms have to unlearn what they know about the industri-
al wisdom and develop new truths and perceptions of the reality. However, this process of 
unlearning is not as easy or fast as it might sound as it requires that old truths must be dis-
regarded. It is indeed not an easy task given that previous knowledge and experience must 
be disregarded to be able to start from a blank page again (Prahalad & Bettis, 1995) This 
makes industrial wisdom in the mature car dealer industry very interesting for us to investi-
gate.  
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5.3 Industrial and Company Structure 
It is only fair to assume that if industrial wisdom is strong and many actors perceive the 
world similarly, they will also create similar companies. Thus, if companies are very alike 
each other, we may regard this as an industry recipe. However, we do not believe that there 
is only one recipe that all follows if industrial wisdom is strong and all firms have exactly 
the same strategy. This is supported by Hambrick et. al (1993) who claims that industrial 
wisdom does not mean that every firm behaves similarly, but rather that there are some in-
dustry models/recipes that are believed to be supreme and lead to success, and within these 
models, the behavior can differ much. Even though industrial wisdom exist, the different 
firms can indeed have different approaches and strategies, just as shown by Melander’s 
(1997) research where the paper and pulp firms had quite different approaches. Further, we 
believe the relative similarity of firms in an industry shows that equilibrium can be danger-
ous for firms. Just because the environment and the industry are fairly stable and most 
agree, this state is not always the best to be in. It seems likely to assume that once a firm 
has aligned itself to a recipe, it will stick to it. This follows logically from that fact that firms 
stick to their way of doing business as long as it earns them a financial return, because it is 
difficult to change and get over the hill to the next equilibrium.  

However, the world is complex and therefore it is difficult to make profits, thus strategy 
can be seen as the capacity to recreate or revitalize the firm. Hamel (2000, referred to in 
Bengtsson & Skärvad, 2001) suggests that the only organizations able to survive are the 
ones that are able to recreate themselves and their industry. Innovation is essential in this 
process. However, it is not enough to merely change internal processes - the whole indus-
try needs to change. This entails abandoning the old notions to improve already existing 
behaviors and products. Rather, the very foundation of the industry should be questioned 
and changed. Thus, firms should strive to become different, rather than bigger or better. It 
is an intriguing paradox that forces like industry recipes lead to similarities among firms in 
an industry, while potential for success actually may lie in the opposite. If we understand 
the concept and effects of industrial wisdom better, managers can perhaps recognize the 
consequences wisdom has on their business and its profitability. Even though we did not 
investigate how to increase profitability in the industry, our research can be used to under-
stand how change affects wisdom, which in the long run has the potential to lead to effects 
on profitability.   

5.4 Cognitive Maps 
Discussing industry change, it is necessary to explain cognitive maps; these personal maps 
that shape how managers think, which affects industrial wisdom. Reger & Palmer (1996) 
claim that there are two basic mindsets: the automatic and the controlled. The automatic cogni-
tive map is unconscious, while the controlled mindset allows managers to make conscious 
and rational calculations and decisions. The cognitive maps and automatic thinking makes 
managers see new issues in the same way that they perceived the old issues. Thus, manag-
ers have to be attentive to include new information from many places, and to do that, old 
maps must be left behind. New maps are needed in changing environments, but they are 
indeed difficult to change. Inertia (described more later on) makes this process slow as it is 
embedded in a mindset that relies on previous experience and automatic interpretations. In 
stable environments, automatic processes have become norms and routines, strongly influ-
enced by the past performance (Dutton, 1993; Reger & Palmer, 1996). We perceive cogni-
tive maps and automatic mindsets to be related to industrial wisdom because they all deal 
with perception of the world and create patterns of thinking. Industrial wisdom make firms 
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more similar and think more similar, which reinforces common unwritten and unques-
tioned rules. Where industrial wisdom is strong, there is an automatic mindset as the man-
ager is shaped from previous experience and has a strong belief about the industry. And 
both tend to be constant and stable until change occurs in the environment.  

Linked to the process of thinking, is the perception of how a firm relates to the world. 
There are many different ways to view the world; one is by the enacted view in which own 
actions are perceived to create the organization and the environment. Managers should 
therefore see themselves as actors in a world they can influence, and should reflect upon 
their actions. But managers oftentimes perceive their own role as contingent on the envi-
ronment, rather than seeing themselves as shaping the environment. What view the manag-
ers has about the environment depends on own beliefs about the environment and how 
much the organization is involved in the industry. However, everything has to do with how 
one interprets the environment, which is one of the most important things a manager and an 
organization can do (Daft & Weick, 1984; Smircich, & Stubbart, 1985). Thus, the manager 
interpretation of environment and perception of the company’s role plays a huge part in 
how the manager thinks and acts. We can see that there is a link between the environment, 
the industry and the personal cognitive thinking, as they all affect each other. If managers 
were more aware of this relationship and its challenges, it would perhaps be easier to 
(re)consider behavior. Hence, it is interesting to see how the block exemption has affected 
industrial wisdom and cognitive maps.   

5.5 Active Inertia 
Organizations facing environmental change risk getting stuck in an active inertia trap, mean-
ing that the environment changes in one direction and the firm management respond, but 
fail to respond in a suitable way. This happens when management is ineffective or gets 
trapped in a behavior that has proven successful in the past. Managers are often very com-
petent and ambitious, with a history of success, but still work many hours in vain as the ef-
fort is put on the wrong things. In other words, management often does the same things 
that worked under the old conditions, and more of it. If this happens, the firm will change 
into another direction than the environment. This can happen even if the changes are gra-
dual and anticipated. What happens is that many organizations continue working with the 
same routines and become stable, oftentimes not considering employing people with dif-
ferent ideas (which actually could help the firm out of the trap). Instead of doing more of 
the same thing, firms could create a new strategy altogether to break away from the past. 
Doing things in a new way or stretching relationships (with ex. innovative customers) can 
inspire the firm to new path (Sull, 2005). Hamel (2000, in Bengtsson & Skärvad, 2001) be-
lieve that only those who can change themselves and the industry they operate in will sur-
vive in the competitive environment, and that strategic innovations are a must to do this. 
Instead of doing the same things, but better or bigger, the firm should change the rules of 
the industry by doing things differently. Once again we recognize parallels with industrial 
wisdom. We believe it is reasonable to assume that managers do more of the same thing, 
rather than something completely new, because new ideas contradict wisdom. Contradict-
ing industrial wisdom is to challenge previous experiences, lessons learnt and what is per-
ceived by most actors to be appropriate. This is not easy to do and therefore firms settle at 
present equilibrium (Figure 1), even if there is potential for higher profitability at another 
equilibrium.  

Inertia influences the way people think and act and is thus connected to industrial wisdom. 
Inertia can often be the reason for company success, but at the same time it can make it 
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very difficult for experienced companies to look “outside the box”. Once in a while a new 
dominant logic arises, and thus also changes the assumptions of competition in an industry. 
However, no matter what dominant logic is present; it will conclusively limit the organiza-
tions ability to recognize opportunities and threats. Limited ability to see what is going on 
around them will limit the ability to develop. But dominant logic also enables firms to fo-
cus on the present and the business at hand. So, much like blinders on a horse; dominant 
logic focuses firm behavior, for better or for worse. In stable environments dominant logic 
will help sustain organizations and strategies, but in disruptive environments dominant log-
ic makes it harder to notice threats and opportunities. As an example; a new firm enters the 
industry with a new behavior, and the incumbent firms cannot see the logic behind this 
new behavior, thus fail to react timely to the threat or opportunity (Prahalad, 2004). This il-
lustrates the risk of a rigid industrial wisdom; incumbents risk getting blind for possible 
opportunities and threats. As mature industries often have a strong industrial wisdom and 
change is rare (Melander, 1997), the risk of becoming blind is more evident here. This 
makes the car dealer industry (which is mature) very relevant to study as it potentially faces 
a larger risk.  

Furthermore, Prahalad (2004) advise organizations to switch focus from best practice to next 
practice. With best practice, firms copy a “best behavior” and thus become more alike each 
other. Next practice rather encourages firms to find another, new behavior. However, this 
requires managers to rethink the existing logic of the current business. Instead of reacting 
to future challenges, experimentation can shape the future. Rather than imitating others, a 
firm should search for discontinuities and treat them as opportunities to rethink the current 
dominant logic. This could be a healthier way to success. We truly agree with this, but also 
realize that managers need to be aware of industrial wisdom and clearly challenge it, in or-
der to reap the benefits of going against the stream. And this is not an easy task. Recaptur-
ing above discussion, at equilibrium most firms are alike and nobody wants to take the 
chance to do something different as long as some profits are made. Moving against pre-
vious industry experience would be regarded as foolish by most actors. If most actors have 
a similar view of reality, it can be psychologically very difficult to challenge what is taken 
for granted. 

However, even if industrial wisdom is strong within an industry, it does not mean that all 
firms are structured and behave similarly. Wisdom is so complex we cannot say that actors 
think and behave similarly: the world is indeed more complex than that. To clarify; all firms 
play in the same screenplay but they have different roles to play. As such, firm strategy 
works as a script for each individual role, and guides behavior (Hambrick et al, 1993). We 
believe this is an intriguing comparison; as industrial wisdom does not imply all think alike, 
rather it leaves room for actors to interpret the act and their own role, in their own way. 
Therefore, this research about industrial wisdom and its dynamics, can give further dimen-
sions to this complex phenomenon. 

5.6 Model of Theoretical Framework 
During the process of constructing our theoretical framework, we found a need to illustrate 
how our theories were linked to each other and to our subject (see Figure 2). In short; as 
the environment changed (by the block exemption) the information/data about the envi-
ronment also changed. How much of this new information that passed through the filter 
(industrial wisdom) of assumptions and experience and into the organization, depends on 
how rigid these assumption were. Whatever information passed the filter, it gave managers 
new things to consider (cognitive interpretation) and possibilities to act upon (behavior). 
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But a strong industrial wisdom makes it hard for managers to think outside the box, and 
when they finally are forced to change, it is a challenge to act in a suitable way. The firm 
behavior then feeds back into the environment and get interpreted by other companies. 
The loop continues and eventually changes industry perceptions (industrial wisdom). Thus, 
dealers both create, and are affected by, the environment and industrial wisdom. Recall 
however; the world is a complex phenomenon, why an exact model would be hard to pro-
duce, and quite useless if it could be produced as it would hold for that situation only. In-
cluding too many details would distort attention from the process we aim to illustrate. 

 

Figure 2 - Model of Theoretical Framework 

6 Results and Analysis 
In this part of the thesis we introduce the general findings from the interviews and then analyze these results 
by using our theoretical framework, explained in the previous chapter. The reason why we have chosen not 
to separate results and analysis under different headings is because we have divided the process in two parts; 
Research Part 1which present the specific topics, and Research Part 2 which attempt to take a comprehen-
sive stance. In order not to confuse the reader, we therefore present the analysis of each part in direct proxim-
ity with corresponding results.  

Recapturing what we stated in the theory chapter; reality is an elusive concept and an ob-
jective, comprehensive notion of it may not exist. When conducting research there is a 
need to sort and analyze the material, which means that following results and analysis are 
summaries of our interpretations of what the CEOs tried to communicate.  

Recapturing the theory of Prahalad & Bettis (1995) that we introduced in our frame of ref-
erence, a modified curve was used to illustrate change of industrial wisdom; at the bottom 
wisdom is stable and strong, but when there is a fundamental rethinking of assumptions, 
wisdom becomes unstable and moves upward the hill. As the industrial wisdom passes the 
top and moves downhill, perceptions form around a new set of shared assumptions and 
form a new strong wisdom. We use this model to illustrate if dealer industrial wisdom has 
changed, by looking at were on the curve the industry is positioned. Has the exemption in-
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deed initiated such a large change in the environment that the industry actually has moved 
away from the previous equilibrium to another industrial wisdom? Note; perceived changes 
are what respondents believed has happened, without paying any respect to whether the 
changes actually has happened, should have happened or are good or bad. 

Since we wanted the text to be easy to read, yet keep the firms anonymous, we have simply 
written the free translations from Swedish to English in italic quotes (“”), hence reference 
after each quote has been excluded. All interviews were held in Swedish between Septem-
ber 2008 and March 2009.    

6.1 Part 1 

6.1.1 Competition, Aftermarket, Structure & Profitability (Result) 

6.1.1.1 Competition 

Approximately two thirds believed competition became tougher after the implementation 
of the group exemption, while the rest though it was quite similar. Some even argued that it 
was impossible to increase. But regardless, most perceived they had made efforts to work 
harder and smarter; in case or because, competition grows tougher. ”The competition drives us 
to do things. [… ] You are not likely to change until you get somewhat forced.” Aside from this general 
change, competition has changed with regards to brand families; in which direction is how-
ever unclear. Some suggested inter-brand family competition increased, while others sug-
gested intra-brand family competition increased. Also, fewer and larger dealers may de-
crease competition, or increase it, because of more power to fight. 

Some questioned whether increasing competition derived from the exemption, and sug-
gested other reasons like; new competitors, more foreign brands, or most likely; internet 
and changed consumer behavior. 

6.1.1.2 Aftermarket 

If competition has increased more or less in the aftermarket (repair, service and spare parts) 
compared to car sales is unclear. But since the majority traditionally uses the aftermarket to 
weigh up for poor earnings in the new car business, they worried about competition from 
new or expanding competitors. But; ”It has gone incredibly slow! We are talking about 2002 - it 
took 6 years before things started moving!” It is just recently that dealers notice increasing compe-
tition from car repair shop chains. Most of who are not new, but now certified to handle 
many more brands and free from some regulations that dealers have to comply to. Dealers 
worry they will face more competition from these chains, something that will lower mar-
gins, and perhaps put the profitable segment of =3 year old cars at risk.”The industry has not 
seen what is about to happen; that we have given away low margin work to new competitors that will eat up 
the profitable part of our business.” Nobody is however concerned about the small private car 
repair shop; the required level for authorization is too high and costly. ”If you are a small car 
repair shop [… ] your employees are gone [for education] 5-6% of their workweek for each brand - soon 
they are not working at all!” Anyhow, many were sure that their knowledge and experience will 
be of value, and that they have improved and became more alert.  

6.1.1.3 Industry Structure 

Almost all dealers perceived the industry consolidates, and many perceived the exemption 
to be the reason because it removed many restrictions for dealers to grow. “There is an ob-
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vious trend of dealers growing larger and larger, fewer and fewer.” Others suggested that the heavier 
requirements from GA, or the need to conduct business more professionally and strategi-
cally, have resulted in many acquisitions to find synergies in competencies and resources. It 
is perceived that the benefits and importance of scale economies are increasing, just like 
strength, size, good finances and structure. The actual benefit from (or existence of) scale 
economies in this industry is questioned, and considered extra hard to rip while keeping the 
entrepreneurial spirit and the feeling of a local dealer. Yet dealers gave many examples of 
potential advantages; centralization of functions, rotation of vehicles, sharing facilities and 
systems, investment costs and best practices. In this way, both ownership and business 
conducts becomes more industrial and some suggested small family businesses will proba-
bly only survive in minor cities. However, the remaining companies will get greater possi-
bilities; they have a larger consumer base and more power to negotiate. 

6.1.1.4 Profitability 

Almost all dealers perceived the industry to be extremely pressured regarding profitability. 
Approximately one third believed profitability increased, one third that it decreased, and 
one third did not explicitly claim a change. According to those who perceived an increase, 
dealers took worries seriously an improved their business which translated into higher prof-
its. They found scale advantages and employees that were easily motivated. “You need to 
handle this differently, and that has to do with the exemption.” Those who perceive a decrease, sug-
gest competition, investments and increasing cost base are the reasons. ”The group exemption 
has deteriorated our profitability.” ”It has really been a cost driver.” The cost base is further in-
creased by GA transferring costs to dealers that they used to take, and introduced fluid bo-
nuses depending on brand loyalty. All of which translates to higher consumer prices. Those 
who did not explicitly claim a development, suggested competition and volume increased 
simultaneously, or that it is impossible to earn less. ”It is still equally miserable!”  

6.1.2 Competition, Aftermarket, Structure & Profitability (Analysis) 

First of all, changes in perception, and change of behavior, are two very different things. 
Changing perception entails seeing things in a new light; to develop cognitive maps in-line 
with the environment is essential to be able to see opportunities and threats. This is the 
fundament for being able to adjust behavior accordingly (if necessary). There needs to be a 
reason for dealers to change behavior, such as more profits. This cannot be stressed 
enough; change has no value of its own. 

From our results we know that many perceived a change of competition since the imple-
mentation of the block exemption. And most dealers perceived they had made changes in 
their company, because of (the treat of) increasing competition. Thus, information from 
the environment has travelled the whole loop; passing predisposed assumptions, interpreta-
tion and has led to action, feeding back to the environment. And it is already forming into 
this new shared assumption of increasing competition; a new pattern of industrial wisdom 
is emerging. Thus, the connection between increasing competition and actions may not be 
clear to all, simply because wisdom is not questioned by incumbents. However, the incon-
sistencies suggest we are not quite there yet and that interpretation is ongoing. 

Regarding aftermarket, most agreed that development was slow and changes just recently 
started. However, most reasoning concerned a worry of what may happen, rather than a 
comprehensive picture of what has/is happening or (re)actions. The fact that the general 
perception of competition was very explicit shows that dealers have reasoned and though 
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much about the issue. Since aftermarket is more important for profits, we expected reason-
ing to be even more explicit in this area, but they were not. Therefore we question if 
new/different information really have entered the company for interpretation. Perhaps 
dealers are limited by their predisposed perceptions; for example that there (in general) is 
not much competition in the most profitable aftermarket segments; that it is still taken for 
granted. Because of the lack of reasoning we doubt that dealers have started interpretation 
process. However, worry and inconsistencies suggest wisdom is moving away from equili-
brium, even if it have not come very far.  

Regarding industry structure, many dealers suggest that the exemption has triggered consol-
idation. The reason becomes clear in an overlapping pattern; increasing importance of size, 
strength, synergies and economies of scale. Even if dealers do not explicitly discuss the 
benefits of scale economies, they give plenty of (overlapping) examples of how to rip these. 
Again, the connection may be concealed to the dealers simply because assumptions are not 
questioned by incumbents. Since most actors agree, we interpret this as a pattern of wis-
dom. Wisdom is however not yet strong, but is looping and affecting other actors’ percep-
tion in a reinforcing manner, approaching a new equilibrium. 

Regarding profitability, more or less everybody is certain about how wisdom used to look 
like, but now the answers are as divided as can be, the arguments are not even close to re-
semblance. This suggests that the pipe is still wide and assumptions are still questioned; in 
this situation wisdom is very weak and does not provide assumptions to assist interpreta-
tion. This causes uncertainty, which is clearly in-line with our results. Wisdom is far away 
from equilibrium.  

6.1.3 The Relationship with GA (Result) 

First a note: we have interpreted the relationship to include a balance of power, an associa-
tion that is in-line with our results. Therefore we use “power balance” to explain only one 
part of a larger “relationship”. 

Before the implementation, many dealers considered themselves independent businesses; 
even if GA imposed many restrictions, they did not interfere with dealer business. After the 
implementation, dealers perceived fewer restrictions and a greater freedom of action (by 
multibrand, alternative parts et cetera), but also a feeling that GA tried to (or do) limit this 
freedom (by for example standards and bonus structures). Thus, how the relationship is 
perceived to have evolved differs; approximately half of the group believed it is quite simi-
lar, one third believed it is worse and the rest believed it is better. 

Some perceived that dealers have a larger freedom of action; that the exemption has elimi-
nated trade impediments, allowed dealers to spread business between multiple brands, and 
freedom of establishment has allowed dealers to grow.”The size of dealers will contribute to a 
shift in power balance towards dealers.” “They might not have the power they used to when they had dealers 
with one or two brands.” ”The current exemption actually gives pretty much power to the dealers.” The re-
lationship has a better balance, with more respect and understanding for mutual needs. GA 
tries harder to support dealers and use fewer pointers. “The power balance has become healthier.” 
But while some are content, most dealers argued that they still need more freedom of ac-
tion; some suggested that GA have the same attitude, only less ability to use sanctions. ”The 
possibilities of making threats that existed before are a bit smaller now.”  

About half of the respondents perceived the relationship to be quite the same; there might 
have been a shift in dialogue and use of power, but the sum is constant. ”In order to be permit-
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ted to sell the products, you have to do this, and this, and this, and…  And those demands are so substan-
tial that they take away the freedom of action that the exemption gives.” ”It is still crystal clear who is in 
charge in the industry. Then you may call it group exemption or whatever.” GA still maneuvers with 
different incentives, leaving an imbalance and a persisting inability for dealers to negotiate. 
And many felt that the key to success is still missing; long term cooperation without mi-
strust. But some argued this status quo depends on dealers; they have been so dictated by 
GA in the past, that it is difficult for them to see the opportunities in the new regulation. In 
order for the industry to evolve, dealers need to experiment with it to find out how far it 
will support them. ”The present regulation balances the power between manufacturer and dealer pretty 
well. It is just up to the dealers to get down to business and do something about it.” “Dealers have not bro-
ken lose and understood that they are an independent business partner.”  Dealers that experimented 
with the exemption underline that they never asked GA for permission when doing 
changes, and that GA did not react as negatively as expected. Yet, some do not understand 
how dealers can perceive a conflict, when they are primarily a component in a distribution 
chain, and should act accordingly. 

Some perceived that GA power increased since the implementation of the exemption. 
”What happened in 2002-2005 was a shift to a new paradigm. Dealers used to be independent.” “GA 
can make more demands and has done so while using the exemption as cover.” ”We are moving towards be-
coming franchise dealers of an agency.” GA crafted stricter contracts which dealers felt forced to 
sign (out of fear of losing the agency). These contracts removed most (some claim all) free-
dom created by the regulation, and pressured dealers to invest in brand-specific standards. 
Investments that were not consumer driven and had a lock-in effect that tied the dealer to 
the brand. Dealers felt GA (strives to) interfere with their business, and feel opposed when 
they try to evolve their conducts or face competition in a new way. Some agreed that GA is 
quite confused about how to handle representation by several dealers in the same region; 
they still force dealers to comply with the same rigid rules of behavior. Something that 
counteracts industry development, makes dealers very similar, and affects competition. 
“Some GA has still not understood that they actually are dealing with independent businessmen.” 

Regardless of whether the dealer perceived the relationship to have grown better or worse; 
many agreed that it is contingent on the size of the dealer, and the benefits of size are per-
haps more used now that dealers are growing larger. ”Size matters, even if it supposed to be equal 
for everybody, that is bullshit, it does not work like that!” Interestingly most of those who per-
ceived the relationship to be better were larger companies. A large (or successful) dealer 
provides more volume and has therefore more power to negotiate, but they also have a 
closer relationship with GA that increases the potential for qualitative results. However, 
there is also an upper limit; “They direct pretty much how large you may grow [… ] they have opinions 
that are perhaps not demands, but opinions that you might have to listen to, that is how it works.” Small 
dealers get easily ignored, if they dare to voice an opinion, and many find it hard to cope 
when complex and expensive requirements increase.  

Regardless of how the relationship was perceived to have developed, most agreed the regu-
lation is a cost driver since it allows GA to enforce expensive investments. “This has to do 
with the exemption; dealers have been forced to improve to live up to the standards.” ”We have created a 
large cost base, much depending on the increased demands on standards.” These often have a lock-in 
effect on dealers, making the barriers to exit (from that brand) very high. ”If they (GA) can 
lock-in the dealer in a house that looks like an X-house, you cannot conduct any other business in that 
house and you are stuck by your investments. Then you do as they say!” Many agreed GA also use 
other incitements to control dealer behavior, such as bonuses and market subsidies, but al-
so pressures. ”GA is not allowed to chase someone for taking up another brand, but there are different 
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ways to chase, you could treat a dealer less well than you would have if they would not have taken on an 
additional brand.” If GA do not like dealers to use their freedom of action in an issue, there 
are examples in which GA threat to end their contracts, strongly tell them off, hinder and 
threaten suppliers from doing business with dealers, threat to (or actually carry out) eco-
nomical sanctions (such as not providing usual support for advertizing). Some suggest the 
most obvious intimidations are fewer since 2002, while other point to new tools; GA can 
use the freedom of establishments as a threat to introduce new competitors in an area. 

6.1.4 The Relationship with GA (Analysis) 

Dealers had no difficulties explaining their relationship to GA, and most interpretations of 
how it used to be were quite similar. However, perception of development differed; half of 
the group believed that it is quite similar, about one third believed it is worse and the rest 
believed it is better.  

To contradict industrial wisdom is to challenge basic assumptions, experiences, behavior; 
what is perceived by most actors to be true and appropriate and has contributed to pre-
vious success. Many dealers have had a very long relationship with their GA (though many 
have complemented with more brands), and it has formed a wisdom in the industry about 
roles and balances. The older and stronger wisdom gets, the harder it is to challenge it, be-
cause it has been reinforced for such a long time and it earns dealers a financial profit. The 
car dealer industry is also a mature industry, and such rarely change and often have a strong 
wisdom, which risk blinding the incumbents. Some dealers recognized they have a hard 
time unlearning how the relationship used to be, which makes them unable to see that 
there is potential to change the dynamics of the relationship, and it keeps them from seeing 
(or seizing) new opportunities. “Dealers have not broken lose and understood that they are an inde-
pendent business partner.” Some strongly believe that in order for the industry to evolve, deal-
ers need to experiment - the only way to reinvent the relationship in light of the exemption 
is to try what works. But the process is complicated and slow because there is a need to 
change mindset, which builds on automatic interpretations and strong beliefs. It can be 
both risky and very difficult psychologically, especially if you are a smaller firm or have less 
power versus other actors that support the wisdom. This goes in-line with our findings; 
firm size is perceived to have increased in importance, which can be interpreted as dealers 
seeing an opportunity to change, but feel they need more influence in order to change cir-
cumstances. Size was perceived to make it easier for dealers to challenge the historical cha-
racteristics of the relationship, while smaller dealers simply had to (and were more willing 
to?) accept they have no power to influence the relationship balance.  

We suggest that reinforcement works for all actions (positive and negative). So when a 
dealer tries a new stance towards GA and gets reprisal for their behavior, this information 
feeds back out into the environment. The negative information gets analyzed by other 
companies, who get a confirmation that this behavior is not promising, and reinforces their 
inaction. Dealers perceive they have faced many different kinds of sanctions before, and 
have thus formed a perception that GA is no actor to ignore. This is naturally hard to ree-
valuate now, dealers’ assumptions and experiences tell them not to question GA, because it 
has led to trouble. There may be too many aspects of the relationship that looks like be-
fore, for dealers to perceive an actual change. Before there were old exemption rules that 
allowed GA to restrict them, now it is the contracts that allow GA to restrict them. Sanc-
tions are still used, and the outcome is the same, so what is there really to redefine? This is 
the reasoning used by many. But according to theory; restrictions might be self imposed 
only to justify behavior. Most dealers agree that regulations has made it possible for GA to 
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require things that increase dealer cost base and have lock-in effects. Which leaves us won-
dering; are dealers not able to question this, or do they perceive they are not able to ques-
tion this? 

However, dealers that have put their relationship with GA to the test (by trying out or dis-
cussing new things) claim that it went better than expected, and in some cases even pretty 
well. Several argue that they have exploited opportunities that were not perceived by others 
to be opportunities, thus they broke unwritten rules and did something that was perceived 
to be undoable. When this is fed back into the environment as actions and dialogue, it will 
make other dealers reconsider their relationships as well. This positive reinforcement could 
in the end lead to a development of the industrial wisdom with a better relationship bal-
ance. Besides, theory suggests that stretching relationships can be one way to reinvent per-
ception of an industry. In contrast; those who perceive a poorer relationship perceive they 
got an even heavier burden with the contracts, which also restrained them further. But they 
also felt like their efforts to develop their business were counteracted by GA. This last part, 
we interpret as an attempt to question old assumptions, which did not end successfully.  

Thus, perhaps we can interpret both the poorer and the better developments as attempts to 
question wisdom. Those with positive outcome have generated a better relationship and 
those with a negative outcome have generated a poorer relationship. The worrying news is 
that approximately twice as many perceived a worse relationship, than a better. Anyhow, 
the fact that the relationship is tested and so explicitly discussed, not to mention that deal-
ers are aware of their predisposed behavior, are signs that wisdom is questioned. But even 
though dealers are discontent with the current relationship, incumbents seem hesitant to 
act, which suggests that the industry has not moved far from previous equilibrium. If it will 
fall back to old wisdom or if it fully challenge assumptions, will probably be dependent on 
whether future attempts to question wisdom will be successful or not. 

6.1.5 Establishments (Result) 

Before implementation many were anxious (or afraid) about loosing exclusivity in their dis-
trict. However, most agreed that nobody would try (or succeed) to enter a region where 
there currently was a successful dealer. Thus, many contemplated their business and took 
measures to improve it, which proved to be healthy for the companies. About two thirds 
provided clear reasons against establishing outside of their current region (previously as-
signed); they had thus considered the option. It is quite interesting that although almost 
none planned to turn consideration into action, many dealers worried that another dealer 
would establish in their area (some planned for strike-back). All in all; dealers differed in 
how they perceived this issue; approximately half of all respondents considered it too com-
plex and expensive, one forth regarded it to be positive and quite few negative. 

Some perceived an opportunity to expand their business or to proactively block an area 
that might be interesting for other dealers, but decided not to seize it because it was too 
expensive, it was not in-line with their business idea, or took focus of current business. ”We 
have decided that we work only within our district because it is here we are supposed to make money.” But 
some are waiting because they do not want to be the first one to try unfamiliar grounds. “I 
am not a stranger to enter new business regions, I just have to be clear on what kind of war I am starting.” 
Regardless, it requires respect and support from owners and GA, plus a large market base 
and a weak current dealer. Interestingly, most who perceived it as an opportunity were not 
afraid of facing new competition in their current area.  
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Some dealers perceived it neither as a threat nor an opportunity, but simply complicated 
and expensive. Competition is already too tough, the standard requirements make it ex-
tremely expensive and low margins make return very distant. Market base is too small ex-
cept from Stockholm, but there GA would try to block it. Current businesses have the ad-
vantage of consumers, profits and experience, and the newcomer will initially be forced to 
dump prices (which require good finances) to change consumer behavior. ”It is a gigantic in-
vestment for them to reach our level, and we have invested for years.” The largest reason for inaction 
(aside from investments), was due to the fear of starting harmful price wars with a col-
league. All these reasons work both ways; they make it too hard for others to enter your 
area, but also too hard for you to enter another area. ”We will be forced to do it, but we will not 
do it until we are forced, and we are forced first when another actor enters to sell one of our brands.” Many 
agreed that it is best for all dealers to remain within the borders of their previously assigned 
district; when growing, it is better to buy an exiting dealer. 

To enter another dealers region is by many dealers perceived as unfair play. ”I am to collegial 
for that. [… ] I would never do that! It feels completely wrong, morally! I am raised in an older school to do 
something like that.” Aside from that, the brand will suffer from too much representation, 
and though competition will increase momentarily (price wars), the market is too small in 
the long run. ”I think that we will reason that it is better to stay where we have good support from GA, 
where we do a good job and do not have to invest a lot of money.” Some perceived the change as a 
threat because they lost the security of exclusive rights in their territory. ”It is reprehensible to 
us dealers because it creates a very strong [… ] internal competition.” The freedom of establishments 
is merely a tool that GA can use to intimidate dealers that they are dissatisfied with. 

6.1.6 Establishments (Analysis) 

The freedom of establishment is a new phenomenon, but that does not imply a lack of in-
dustrial wisdom regarding establishments. With a lack of freedom, dealers formed a percep-
tion that districts were the unquestioned order of things. Now that there is freedom, very 
few dealers have made new establishments in other districts, and most agreed that inaction 
probably was a good idea. Inaction is not automatically a problem, but there is a great risk 
of using industrial wisdom to justify previous and current behavior. Predisposed percep-
tions may hinder a company from analyzing new information and limit their ability to 
see/seize opportunities. A possible interpretation is that the assumption of the prohibition 
remains in the shape of an implicit agreement between dealers. For example; some claim 
that it is not fair play or completely unthinkable, to enter what is perceived to be “someone 
else’s district”. Recall that the largest reason for inaction (aside from investments), was due 
to the fear of starting harmful price wars with a colleague. Contradicting this wisdom is to 
challenge what is perceived by most actors to be true and appropriate, which takes both 
awareness and courage. It can be both risky and psychologically challenging, especially if 
you are a smaller firm or have less power versus other actors that support wisdom. Natural-
ly, there may be other reasons for inaction; many of the reasons provided for inaction claim 
that making a new establishment in this industry is a gigantic and very expensive project 
that is not very likely to pay off anytime soon. So the option of making new establishment 
may not be a feasible idea from a business perspective. However, this is not very consistent 
with the willingness to proceed with plans for (re)action. We also question dealers’ worries 
for someone else to enter their region; why are dealers worried when they just claimed that 
is practically undoable? How can it be doable for another, but not for this dealer? This sug-
gests old truths are used to support current behavior; it takes much awareness to realize 
that perception limits the eye.  
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At the same time; the extensive reasoning around establishments proves that dealers have 
processed new, and more, information from the environment. Thus, information has evi-
dently entered the interpretation of businesses. Interestingly, as in the case of GA, dealers 
seem quite aware that it is hard to unlearn old truths. “I am raised in an older school to do some-
thing like that.” The mere awareness of own automatic interpretations is a sign of develop-
ment, but it should not stop there. The old industrial wisdom is still very strong; providing 
reasons for why dealers cannot, should not, or will not establish elsewhere. As long as the 
current wisdom earns the business a financial profit (no matter how small), it is very diffi-
cult to break away from equilibrium. But do these perceived restrictions actually makes it 
impossible, or just difficult to think outside the box? Most assumptions about making new 
establishments build on the same premises that founded the old facility. To see other alter-
natives, dealers have to untangle themselves from their assumptions, their previous know-
ledge; the industrial wisdom.  

Some perceived the freedom of establishments as a threat (a loss of exclusivity). However, 
from our results we know that the worry made them reevaluate their business and make 
improvements. This if anything proves that dealers certainly made efforts to find new in-
formation in the environment, then interpreted it, and then acted (unlearning/learning). 
This is the full process, but it does not really regard new establishments; it is rather 
(re)actions to a fear of increasing competition (which we dealt with earlier). 

Incumbents testing this freedom of establishment are questioning industrial wisdom, and 
their success determines much of how this freedom will be exploited by others. As stated, 
we believe reinforcement works for all actions (positive and negative). Thus, if an actor 
makes a new establishment and this proves to upset other actors or be very tough financial-
ly; this negative information will feed back to the environment and gets analyzed by other 
companies. Negative information will be a confirmation that such behavior is not feasible, 
which reinforces their inaction. However, if these establishments prove successful, we 
think that the industry will see more of these in the future.  

Wrapping up; the dialogue and the self-awareness of predisposed perceptions suggest that 
dealers have opened up to more/different information from the environment; they have 
been able to increase or fine-tune what information enters the company. There is an ongo-
ing interpretation and unlearning, but some arguments (such as collegial mindset) make us 
believe that old assumptions are still very much present. This is further strengthened by the 
willingness to proceed with plans for (re)action, but unwillingness to be the initiator. Per-
haps establishments are an extra delicate issue since in does not only entails questioning 
wisdom, but actually make hostile moves toward industry colleagues in a way that has never 
been possible before. The fact that investments are heavy does probably contribute to 
holding down wisdom close to previous equilibrium. 

6.1.7 Multibrand (Results) 

Some suggested that the true yield from the exemption was the multibrand option, but the 
opinions differed regarding how beneficial it really is. However, dealers are considering (or 
have already incorporated) multiband; because they can, because they think they should, 
and others because they feel forced. ”When the fist stone was thrown or the first initiative taken and 
somebody had shown that we need to act, many followed.” Multibrand dealer or not; close to all per-
ceived it as complex and/or expensive, whereof approximately one third suggested separa-
tion and one forth suggested integration. Only a few argued against multibrand. 
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Those in favor of multibrand suggested it is positive for profits, growth, costs and volume 
(car sales and aftermarket), or that it makes up for loss in these areas (which is considered 
to force them). It is also a way to discourage competitors from entering a region and to 
spread currency risk. ”We incorporated an additional brand, because frankly we were too big and 
needed the volume to handle it.” Dealers perceived consumers want easily accessible, large car 
malls with a wide range of options at the same place. A wider portfolio also increases the 
potential to keep consumers within the company, even if they change behavior. Thus, 
many have incorporated a new, smaller and cheaper foreign brand, to complement existing 
business. Interestingly, the most prominent reason to incorporate an extra brand was to 
have more pillars to rest the business on. ”It is a question of safety, we rest on more pillars!” ”This 
has come since the group exemption, this opportunity, that you may somewhat spread your risks!” In this 
way, multibrand is perceived to give more freedom of action to the dealer (however, it is 
not clear if this effect is applicable if all brands are provided by the same manufacturer). 
”Today I can be harsh and say; ”I have better margins on Brand X, therefore I focus more on Brand X!” 
Most agreed that multibrand dealers develop an attraction to their dealership name, rather 
than the brand name, going from an X-Dealer to Dealer AB; a development that many 
dealers consider very positive.  

Preferences may differ but everybody agreed that multibrand is not automatically profita-
ble. “The difficulty with multibrands is the complexity.” Managing multiple brands requires much 
understanding of, and dialogue with, the different GA and their systems, bonuses et cetera. 
But also capability to administer these relationships, safety stock and other logistics. It re-
quires a proper organizational structure (perhaps diversified management, sales and me-
chanics), healthy finances and power to negotiate with GA (which many claim they get by 
multibrand). ”I say 3-5 years before the brand is up on its feet, and [… ] 7-8 years before getting return 
on your investment.” It obliges a commitment from all departments and an appropriate pace 
to evolve, so that all processes follow, or else inefficiencies will develop. Then there are 
standard requirements which every GA has their own idea about; facilities, showroom exte-
rior/interior, webpage et cetera. Many of these can be considered trade impediments, and 
have increased since 2002. Interestingly, some also respect ID as an industry shape-up. ”I 
have a hard time accepting the enormous outlays, but it is required!”  

In order to manage the complexities of multibrand, some suggested integration while oth-
ers suggested separation. Those in favor of integration regard the systems and procedures 
of each brand to be the large obstacle, and they try to achieve simplicity by integrating the 
brands into each other and into the company. ”You try to find synergies in shared technical plat-
forms, which means that education time invested in Brand X to a large extent also can be useful for Brand 
Y.” However, more dealers argued for separation; which is considered necessary to keep 
focus and quality, and to stay on good terms with GA. In general it is perceived that GA 
does not like multibrand facilities because it takes focus away from their brand. Thus, in-
corporating several brands is somewhat synonymous to problems with GA; some even 
claim separation is the only way to be accepted by GA and profitable. It is also too ineffi-
cient to have all personnel educated in all brands, instead the best solution is small busi-
nesses within the business. Some even claimed brands should be separated in different fa-
cilities and/or companies.  

Dealers also differed in opinion regarding optimal location of multibrand. Regarding small 
cities; some suggested the market is too small for a sustainable multibrand business, while 
others proposed they need it to survive because one brand provides too small de-
mand/volume. “This may be the rescue for many dealers in smaller cities.” Most agreed that multi-
brand is not an option in the three metro areas; concerned GAs would never allow for it to 
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happen. “I don’t think they [GA] allow anyone here that wants to practice multibrand dealership. In 
that case there are ways to punish it, which I think they [GA] would do.”  

Some (strongly) believed that single brand business is superior; either because it keeps fo-
cus or because (the exemption makes) multibrand complex. ”It is better to concentrate on the 
brand you have and do that really good.” Most dealers supported the first argument; several 
brands give split loyalties while a focus provide better quality in consumer care. However, 
for stand-alone to be profitable there needs to be; enough volume, a strong car brand name 
with loyal consumers, and a good relationship with GA. Regarding the second argument; 
the exemption still allows GA to set rules that hinder effective and profitable multibrand 
business. ”If you consider all the systems; car repair shop  systems, computer systems, sales systems, they 
are all different and it takes far too much energy to make it all work. The volumes are too small to cover 
the focus we lose.” It is very costly to incorporate a new brand, and with barely any synergies it 
is basically like running several dealerships; the same old issue of making the car profitable, 
only applied to a larger number of brands.  

Interestingly, there is a magic line at four brands; incorporating more requires a compre-
hensive review of the company, to keep in control. Many confirmed this to be a breaking 
point in their portfolio considerations, and some have tried but returned to =4. Yet others 
would like to reduce their portfolio to this number but claims it to be expensive and com-
plex, especially if you want to do it in a good manner towards the consumers. In contrast to 
the magic four, some claimed that dealers must clearly profile as either stand-alone or mul-
tibrand, that being in the middle is pretty lukewarm. 

6.1.8 Multibrand (Analysis) 

Multibrand is not a completely new phenomenon; it has been allowed under some circums-
tances, in its most basic form and under rigorous restrictions. But the difficulty, require-
ments and limitations of it has made a mark in dealer perceptions, a mark which seems to 
remain. Today, many requirements remain, but if dealers fulfill GA conditions, they cannot 
be denied to sell multiple brands from the same facility.  

Industrial wisdom regarding the number of brands seem pretty homogenous. But since the 
exemption was implemented only some years ago, it seems strange that wisdom already has 
been both questioned, acted upon and settled in a new equilibrium. Maybe the current and 
the previous situation are not so fundamentally different that it causes dealers to question 
industry assumption. Perhaps it is not perceived to be a new option, only an easier way to 
explore an option that has always been present. This may be the reason for why dealers do 
not have a problem incorporating this idea into their cognitive maps and behavior. A mar-
ket pull for car malls may also have helped. However, if we look deeper into the issue; how 
far have the industry really come in this journey? Is it possible that the industry has only 
reached a first plateau, in belief that this is it? Our results show that the perception of what, 
how and where multibrand can be exercised is quite limited. There are few discussions 
about what brands are incorporated together, it is simply assumed that some constellations 
exist and others do not. Some brands are almost always sold together, while other combi-
nations do not exist. And yes, only a few argued against multibrand, but what did the oth-
ers have in mind when thinking of multibrand? Two or fifteen? From different manufac-
turers or not? The Commission regard multibrand to be brands from different manufactur-
ers; if we are to use this definition when looking at the industry, how many actual multi-
brand dealerships are there? Dealers in favor of selling just one brand might have perfectly 
sound reasons to do so. Recall that the existence of wisdom does not imply that all dealers 
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interpret or behave equally; different companies have different circumstances and find dif-
ferent things to be beneficial. However, some express wishes to include another brand but 
perceive they are hindered (by GA or by the brand already being occupied in the area). 
These arguments may both be related to predisposed perceptions of a reality. Another indi-
cation is location of multibrand dealerships; it is perceived that GA guard the metro areas 
and there is insufficient market in smaller cities. So multibrand only stands a chance in 
large, non-metro cities? Whatever reasons (GA, costs, market et cetera) for this slow 
(re)action, we can thus assume that multibrand has not developed to its full potential. Is 
market too small, GA to harsh or are there not enough positive examples yet? And most 
importantly; do dealers perceive it to be beneficial? 

Note that we do not claim that nothing has happened. Some arguments that are now used 
to motivate multibrand, were not applicable when multibrand was not possible; such as the 
ability to share investment costs and focus more on own brand name. And foremost; have 
more pillars to support the business. This suggests that wisdom has been questioned and 
new perceptions have started forming, feeding back out to the environment. If the industry 
has just reached a first plateau, this loop will (with enough positive examples) eventually es-
calate questioning of assumptions, to comprise more assumptions and more companies. 
But yet, wisdom has probably only begun turning. 

6.1.9 Strategic Work Processes and Issues (Results) 

Not everybody claimed to have made changes related to strategic work processes or issues, 
but all provided examples of changes they made, and approximately two thirds related 
them to the exemption. Most claimed they work more (or differently) with strategic issues, 
but how much (and what aspects) of this change is a direct result of the exemption is hard 
to say. “It is a completely different way of thinking.” ”It is difficult for me to say what comes from the ex-
emption.” ”I am in the middle of it and don’t think about it like this.”  

Most claimed that the industry has been forced to change since the exemption, that it was a 
push for development and for reviewing businesses.”Truth to be told, the car dealer industry has 
up until five years ago been very conservative. But now we are forced to try to change ourselves. Then again, 
we are very governed by our GAs, extremely governed! One should know that we cannot do whatever we 
want and however we want.” As we know from above, most believed that competition in-
creased, which triggers and/or speeds up change. The environment is growing more uncer-
tain, and several dealers admitted that they under the previous rules (with district exclusivi-
ty) could take business (a bit) for granted and carry on with business as usual. ”The sense of 
security is less, definitely! This makes us more efficient. You have to be, to justify survival in the long run.” 
”When it works, and you deliver on the last row, then you are not very motivated to change.” There was a 
feeling that the level of strategic work has varied very much within the industry, and some-
times been quite inadequate. ”We are talking of the car dealer industry. [… ] It is very little structured 
strategic work.” While some felt limited by too fixed strategic processes, ”It is better to act on 
what we see and hear, and feel.”, many expected changes to continue; “As soon as another company 
does it [strike], it will go this fast here! [… ] Everybody is preparing it. I guess everybody is a bit afraid of 
GA.” 

Many dealers believed the difference was mainly about fine-tuning, making adjustments to 
routines, flows and processes, but also about finding further synergies and overheads. The 
benefits of scale economies have increased (applicable for large and multibrand firms), and 
growing competition and heavy ID-investments speed up the hunt for them. The exemp-
tion has initiated a reevaluation of the internal costume, were there is much potential for 
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cost reduction and efficiency improvement. But when processes and behavior becomes 
more standardized, the entrepreneurial spirit may fade; back-office, salaries, purchasing, 
administration, marketing, organization, logistics, warehousing, deliveries (multibrand) et 
cetera. ”It is an enormous work on change processes. And that might not have been required [… ] unless 
the exemption was implemented. Because then you would still have districts and exclusivity.” The syner-
gies between countries are considered limited because of different; language, law, GA, fi-
nancial accounting et cetera. The organizational structure has in some cases been altered 
(or is altering), either to cope with multiple brands or to make each brand carry its own 
weight in separate business areas. 

Because there was much fine-tuning, strategic issues are very similar to before, though they 
may be discussed more frequently or in-depth; consumer satisfaction is the most common 
example. Since the issues are quite similar to before, it is unclear whether dealers are getting 
better at the same things, or if there are new, innovative solutions. In any case, dealers be-
came more proactive and professional; perspective became more long term, and they work 
harder to keep consumers satisfied and loyal, providing care that not always build towards 
profitability. ”We can see how we are working with customer satisfaction now, and who profits from that? 
The consumer gets it better! [… ] The motivation is really the group exemption.” But development is 
considered to depend much on the owner and persistence in encouraging employees. 

A larger need for team-work within the board, and faster communication between the dif-
ferent divisions and levels within the organization was perceived. ”The speed is incredible today. 
There was more time to skid on before.” Perhaps this need for continuous fine-tuning make the 
CEO more operational, but others argue that more administration makes the role focus 
more on comprehensive stances nowadays. Besides these issues, there is an increasing im-
portance of skills in leadership and coaching. ”You shall not be a good car salesman today but a 
good business leader.” ”I am more involved, and adjust and engage in questions, that was perhaps not re-
quired in this role before.”  

Most felt a need for different competencies since the exemption, and suggested that train-
ing in specific areas could be of value. Many identified a need for more specialized person-
nel to run different parts of the company; there are plenty of examples of new specialized 
functions that are considered to improve internal processes. A paradox however; there is 
also a need for more width in knowledge, especially at the board level. ”It is not just to sell a 
car today. You have to be able to think processes, systems, routines, flows, finances. You have to be broad-
er.” Most agreed there is a larger need (in general) for financial skills and social competence. 
”Historically we have always recruited good mechanics, but today we need people who are socially skilled.”  

After the exemption, most dealers perceived they work more with their own dealer brand 
and name. ”You work more with your own brand now. We do it and everybody else to.” A dealer used 
to be known for specific brand (an X-Dealer), but with multibrand and freedom of estab-
lishments most agree that dealers can/must/do develop an attraction to their dealership 
name (Dealer AB). This development is perceived to be unappreciated by GA, because 
when a dealer has a strong name, consumers will relate more to the dealer than the brand; 
making GA dependent on the dealer. 

About half of the dealers claimed that they do faster follow-up to adjust their behavior ac-
cording to a rapidly changing environmental. Thus focus is on speed and detail of follow-
up, rather than on a wider range of issues. ”I think we assess the same things now, as we have done 
for the last 25 years.” Many dealers use only assessments tools provided by GA, and some 
consider this quite convenient and some compare their results with fellow dealers. Howev-
er some claimed these tools to be blunt and feed-back to be slow, why they recently started 
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own measurements. While others claimed the opposite; that they cannot afford own mea-
surements anymore because they have to pay for GA measurements. Dealers perceived 
these measurements to be very important since these often are connected to bonuses and 
may cause GA to question exclusivity. 

Besides the exemption, dealers also perceived other reasons for increasing strategic work, 
such as a change in consumer behavior, internet transparency, globalization, the business 
cycle, a wider range of car brands and car models. 

6.1.10 Strategic Work Processes and Issues (Analysis) 

Note that we are not investigating contents of strategy, rather how environmental change 
affects how dealers perceive that they handle strategic work processes and strategic issues. 

Because of the exemption, competition (actual or potential) increased and threatened the 
already small profits. Some admitted they no longer could take business for granted, and 
most perceived they (had to) work differently/more with strategic issues, either for defen-
sive or offensive reasons. So in that respect, the exemption has been a true push for inter-
pretation, review and development. How explicitly dealers refer to this association differs 
(two thirds are unambiguous), and many believe the connection is hard to see when caught 
up in daily business. But it has gone strangely fast, recall that this is a time consuming 
process. We suggest that the reason for this could be that this section of wisdom (strategic 
work) is more affected by perceived competition and a general worry (which started long 
before implementation) and thus has had a longer time to change. Information from the 
environment began to enter the organization early on, was interpreted, and dealers found 
that old assumptions would not hold after the implementation. So all started considering 
change right away, and could now present examples of made changes. 

There are plenty of changes, so we know there is no problem of inaction, but not all ac-
tions are good. Actors must move in-line with the environment, not just move, or they get 
stuck in an active inertia trap. A common mistake is to struggle to become bigger or better 
rather than striving to become different. The fact that most claim strategic issues regard 
fine-tuning and are similar (however discussed more frequently or in depth) is therefore a 
bit worrying. Also follow-up is more detailed or in-depth, but issues are not different or 
wider. Some acknowledge this as a problem; traditional measurements keep focus on out-
dated issues. But since the tools are from GA and connected to bonuses, they remain. 
Once again, dealers recognize they are somewhat trapped in reinforcing routines con-
structed by old wisdom. 

Obviously dealers do not seem blinded by wisdom, since they are aware of their behavior, 
so what limit them from pursuing fundamental changes alongside fine tuning? The most 
common problem for organizations is that they fail to increase or fine-tune the bandwidth 
of the pipe. So they use the same kind/source of information to make new decisions, 
which makes it difficult to be innovative; for example old measurement tools. This may 
limit dealer ability to see opportunities and threats in a changing environment. GA is also 
perceived to restrict dealer efforts, and perhaps dealers are uncomfortable making the first 
move since it can be both risky and difficult. It is an intriguing paradox; that firms wait to 
see what others are doing in order to follow their success stories, when potential for suc-
cess actually may lie in being innovative and finding own solutions. But changing the cogni-
tive map is a slow process, because it is embedded both in personal mindset of previous 
experience, in strong beliefs about the industry, and in company routines. 
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However, there are areas in which opinions differ; are CEOs turning more or less opera-
tional, are dealers getting better at the same things or are they innovative, are dealers using 
more or less measurement tools from GA? Thus the picture is neither homogenous nor 
static; things are very much in motion which suggests that wisdom is far from equilibrium.  

6.2 Part 2 

6.2.1 Result 

There were many discussions about the group exemption and its possible consequences, 
long before it was implemented; almost everybody had expectations (worries, thoughts et 
cetera). Most perceived the uncertainty of not knowing how it would affect the industry 
and how the industry would react to it, made them particularly anxious. Most doubted it to 
be an opportunity. “We though a lot about what it would involve, what we should do, and what we 
needed to adapt to.” Besides this general worry, some perceived the exemption as a threat; of 
loosing the profitable aftermarket, facing new establishments in their region and negotiat-
ing new agreements with GA, some even expected a complete structural change of the in-
dustry. ”There were a lot of discussions in the industry back then; Oh boy, now everything will go to hell!” 
However, a few saw possibilities; perhaps multibrand, less GA power to restrict freedom, 
or that is would be easier to motivate employees. ”We saw opportunities with the new exemption. 
We thought it enclosed a lot that was healthy.”  

While being uncertain of what the exemption would entail, most observed the develop-
ment, accepting, adapting, reasoning and planning possible (re)actions. Most agreed that 
the exemption has affected the development of the industry, perhaps hurried it, but it is 
not clear just how important it has been for the change. And some suggested that the 
process of change has just begun. 

Approximately one third believed that changes has/are occurring, but many felt they are 
hard to indentify while being in the middle of the process. “You do your everyday business and 
think that nothing has happened, but there is lots happening!” ”We don’t think: “We do this because of 
the exemption!”, but it is a consequence.” Some even thought the exemption is the fundamental 
reason for all changes; ”It is impossible to not refer to the exemption; it has changed so much!” 

More than half of the respondents perceived that the anticipated changes (whatever they 
were) never happened, or at least not to the extent, or as fast, as anticipated. ”In general; less 
happened than expected, without exactly knowing what was expected.” ”I don’t think there is such a differ-
ence, but of course there is a big difference…  It’s a bit blurry.” Some even claimed that most 
changes could have happened without the new exemption; ”I cannot claim there is any revolu-
tion because of the exemption.” There are many hypothesis of why; competition already works 
(is already tough), investments in this industry are expensive (and takes time), anxiety of 
GA pressure, dealers are trapped in old structures, et cetera. Some suggested that the initial 
uncertainty (and following inertia) was due to quite limited knowledge of the exemption; 
that the individual dealer did not inform himself enough about the consequences to be able 
to plan for a (re)action. ”The exemption () was written to move power from the manufacturers to the 
dealers, but that requires dealers to have a look in the new law and think; ”What can I do with all this?” 
However, what is perhaps more intriguing is that in other parts of these interviews, the 
same respondents also gave clear examples of actual things that have changed. They con-
cern different levels of change (environmental, organizational, cognitive) and different is-
sues of change (profitability, multibrand et cetera) which has been elaborated on in Re-
search Part 1. We make a brief summary of overall change; 
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Most companies agreed that competition has changed and/or become more intense, that 
the industry is consolidating and the benefit of scale economies is larger. Profitability is 
pressured but how it has evolved is unclear. Regarding strategic work, all dealers provided 
examples of made changes, and many related them to the exemption. Central issues were 
fine-tuning, finding scale economy advantages, increasing need for wider and deeper know-
ledge, better communication and faster follow up. Dealers perceived the business was more 
professional and that the focus on dealership brand name had increased. Changes in the af-
termarket are just starting to show, but most discussions concerned worry. The relationship 
with GA was perceived to be similar by approximately haft of the respondents, while twice 
as many regarded it to be worse rather than better. A common theme was the feeling of 
fewer restrictions but also a feeling that GA tried to (or do) limit this freedom. The rela-
tionship is supposedly complicated by investments, dependencies and pressures, but is con-
sidered to have better opportunities for balance if the company is large. Freedom of estab-
lishments removed exclusivity for dealers which was worrying and made them reconsider 
their business. However, few planned to make a new establishment because it is complex 
and expensive, at least not to take the first step because it is considered unfair play. Multi-
brand was considered to be complex by almost all dealers (some suggested separation and 
others integration), but few argued against the concept. The major reason was to rest busi-
ness on more pillars, however location for profitable multibrand dealerships was unclear. 

6.2.2 Analysis 

The pressure from a regulation can be considered quite binary, but that does not imply that 
it is perfectly clear how tings will evolve. We suggest changing a regulation causes a discon-
tinuous change of the environment, which means that opportunities must be explored in a 
different way than if they would have evolved. The exemption affected the environment by 
introducing new circumstances for industry participants to explore and relate to. These 
changes are both direct (for example multibrand) and indirect (for example profitability) 
which makes the impact of the regulation difficult to see and understand. For example; a 
dealer incorporates more brands to increase profitability, which turns out to give a better 
balance in GA relationship. Regardless, dealers interpret the environment in an effort to 
make sense of what these changes imply. While being uncertain of what the exemption 
would entail, most observed the development, accepting, adapting, reasoning and planning 
possible (re)actions. This means that dealers have let in new information and is interpreting 
it, thus the funnel and the pipe is wider. This is the basis for being able to adjust behavior 
accordingly (if necessary). Our results showed that dealers in general have taken in new in-
formation from the environment, and repeatedly shown self-reflection and insight.  

Judging from the worry and discussions of major changes, we suggest that initial expecta-
tions from car dealers were huge (illustrated by a tall and steep curve). But these radical and 
sudden changes never happened, at least not to that extent. Interestingly, many claimed 
that almost nothing had changed since the implementation, where after they presented a 
number of changes that actually had happened. We suggest that dealers in general do not 
notice the actual changes (that they or others have made) or regard them as actual changes, 
because they are not as enormous as dealers expected. So, the industry expected a huge 
mountain which turned out to be nothing more than a big hill. However, we believe that 
changes just begun and that some issues just barely left previous equilibrium. So the hill still 
has potential to grow into a mountain. Whether it does or not depend much on what deal-
ers decide to translate into action.  
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All in all, we found five main areas of change (in connection to the exemption) in the in-
dustrial wisdom. These dimensions have been treated separately in Part 1, and here we try 
to analyze the comprehensive changes. Industry structure and competition are approaching 
a new equilibrium. Profitability and strategic work is far from equilibrium. Multibrand, es-
tablishments, relationship with GA and aftermarket have much potential to change more.  

We interpret these changes to be somewhat dependent on each other. First dealers recog-
nized that competition would increase and perceived they were forced to reconsider their 
conducts and become better. Thus changes in strategic work and industry structure had al-
ready begun when the exemption was implemented, why these issues have had more time 
to develop. Change in perception of profitability followed naturally from these changes.  

Regarding the issues that have not come equally far; we interpret that dealers perceive the 
issue of multibrand to be somewhat contingent on the relationship with GA, while estab-
lishments concerns psychological pressures. Dealers would not feel hindered unless they 
had ideas they felt kept from trying, thus “solving” the relationship issue would ignite 
changes in other areas. The relationship with GA has changed but continues to be per-
ceived as complex and uneven, but also questioned, though many of these attempts make 
dealers perceive the relationship to be worse nowadays. Dealers put more efforts into their 
own brand names and grow larger in size to be less dependent on the manufacturer. To 
make the relationship balance more even, multibrand disperse the influence of one single 
manufacturer. But restrictions remain, and new once have come, which leave many dealers 
feeling the relationship is pretty much the same. Regarding aftermarket, reasoning was not 
very explicit and mostly concerned a worry of what may happen, why we cannot suggest 
this issue has travelled far from equilibrium. 

Multibrand is perhaps what is considered to be the largest and most important change of 
the regulation. It has clearly been evaluated and often pursued by dealers. All consider it to 
be complex, many question whether it is profitable, and the most common reason was to 
spread risks. Why it is pretty clear that multibrand is used to balance the relationship with 
GA thus also may be the key to unlocking more freedom. However, we question how 
much of previous assumption has been questioned; multibrand is only considered possible 
in certain regions, brands do not mix in indefinite ways. And how many true multibrand 
dealerships are there if we start using the definition of the Commission; brands form dif-
ferent manufacturers? The perceived restrains from GA are holding them back; thus GA 
may be the key to unlocking the development of multibrand. 

The possibility to establish anywhere has mostly had an effect on perceived competition, 
while actual establishments are few. In general it is considered complex and expensive, but 
the psychological step seems larger than in any other issue; a deep unwillingness to chal-
lenge colleagues. If dealers hesitate only because of the large costs, they would not have 
supported their actions by using psychological arguments, and they would not have 
planned the war only to claim they are unwilling to start it. In the first case, wisdom has not 
been challenged, in the second it has, but psychological pressure or fear of the uncertain, 
keeps dealers from acting. However, most dealers have though about what this would imp-
ly for them, which suggest interpretation has been made. Investment cost surly help to 
keep the industry at equilibrium. 

Since the industry is mature, it is only fair to assume that there is a strong practical and 
mental culture. However, dealers show much awareness of, and interest in, their environ-
ment. Thus for the most part, dealers are very open to let in new information for active in-
terpretation. However there seems to be a problem of turning thinking into action, dealers 
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have considered many more actions/options than they have realized. If no new informa-
tion is sent out to the environment, there is nothing new for other dealers to digest, which 
puts development of wisdom on hold. The same information keeps circling the system be-
cause nobody makes a move. Even if dealers have prepared for large changes, they are un-
willing to lead industry changes and many waited (and are still waiting) for somebody else 
to take the first step into the unknown. This is most likely a psychological pressure of lead-
ing changes in a mature industry, perhaps especially if it concerns turning past colleagues 
into future enemies. Regardless, this contributes to the feeling of inertia in the industry; if 
everybody wants someone else to do something first, nothing new is bound to happen. 
This clearly shows that dealers exist in an enacted world, and effect others behavior by 
their own behavior in an eternal loop. This “wait and see” also makes dealers reactive, ra-
ther than active. This is not least visible at the beginning of implementation; the uncertainty 
of what would happen, made most improve their existing business; fine-tuning. Dealers 
played a defensive game against hypothetical newcomers, rather than engaging in an offen-
sive game. Wisdom is what causes this defensive and reactive behavior, it is extremely hard 
for incumbents to replace old assumptions. However, to be able to spot opportunities and 
threat and have a fair basis for strategy making in a changing environment, wisdom must 
be challenged. Because of the fact that many dealers still await changes in relation to the 
exemption, we claim the industry is well aware that it has not reached a new equilibrium.  

Different aspects of wisdom have evolved at different speed, reaching different positions 
on the curve. But to conclude our analysis, we summarize these aspects in a total industry 
curve to show how wisdom has changed. We believe that the industry has left old equili-
brium and that most underlying assumptions has been questioned, but many have not been 
translated into action. They seem to be prolonged by perceived restrictions by GA and psy-
chological pressures of driving industry development. However, it is important to remem-
ber that change has no value of its own; there needs to be a reason for dealers to change 
behavior, such as more profits. The paradox is thus that much and very little has happened 
at the same time. To illustrate this point; opening the door to another room does not imply 
all people run in there. Just because people stay in the first room, we cannot claim that 
nothing has happen; the door has still opened. Whether people chose to enter the other 
room depends on their own perceived circumstances and circumstances in their environ-
ment. Nevertheless, there are some new aspects of wisdom, which suggest that the industry 
has moved away from previous equilibrium, but reasoning is diverse and perceptions hete-
rogeneous which indicates the industry is not yet approaching a new equilibrium. Assump-
tions, knowledge, experience, processes et cetera are still being evaluated in search of new 
(or modified) industry truths and recipes. If wisdom changes more depends much on 
if/how dealers (continue) to act. But according to theory; successful actors are those who 
evolve themselves and the industry they operate in. This entails inventing new practices (in-
stead of better), to interpret circumstances differently and acknowledge wisdom while en-
tangle the perception from some carefully picked assumptions. 
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6.3 The Loop of Wisdom 
When analyzing the interviews, we could observe a pattern relating to environmental 
change, industrial wisdom, cognition and industry structure. Based on these patterns in our 
findings, we used theories to craft an own model illustrating their relationships. We used 
similarities between the funnel made by Prahalad & Bettis’ (1995), and the industrial wis-
dom (described by for example Melander, 1997). We also found useful similarities between 
how new information affects cognition, and how actors both create and are affected by the 
environment (the enacted view). Something we suggest is not only applicable on the indi-
vidual level, but also on the industry level, thus relating back to the concept of industrial 
wisdom. To illustrate how we interpreted the relationships between the theories, we crafted 
The Loop of Wisdom below. In Figure 3, industrial wisdom is strong, and in Figure 4 industri-
al wisdom is changing.  

 

Figure 3 - The Loop of Wisdom: Strong Industrial Wisdom 

6.3.1 The Loop of Wisdom: Strong Industrial Wisdom 

1. Information from the environment enters into the perception of managers, which is illu-
strated by the funnel. 

2. All of this information is not taken into consideration. What data, and how much data, is 
taken into consideration depends on the width of the pipe at the end of the funnel. This 
pipe illustrates the industrial wisdom; if it is narrow, industrial wisdom is strong. A narrow 
pipe suggests that little new information is regarded and worthwhile to interpret. Much is 
taken for granted and accepted like truths, it is assumed that there exists rules of the game 
that cannot be bent. (However, the width of the pipe can increase or decrease when 
changes in the environment occurs; more options appear or disappear and the width is ad-
justed accordingly.) Information entering the funnel but not the pipe is information that is 
available but never considered because it is regarded as irrelevant. For example; before the 
block exemption, dealers did not consider to establish on someone else’s district, because it 
was not allowed. Thus, information that was available (for example that a dealer some-
where was weak and could easily be challenged) was automatically disregarded. Such infor-
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mation did not enter the pipe. But as we have learned: industrial wisdom does not change 
easily and even though establishments are free now, the wisdom still restricts what infor-
mation is considered by dealers. Why some dealers still (unconsciously) disregard informa-
tion regarding free establishment. 

3. Whatever information that passes through the pipe is processed and there is a possibility 
for unlearning and learning. However, if the information in some way is familiar or similar 
to information that has been processed in the past, it passes through the interpretation 
phase quite unconsciously and smoothly. There are few (if any) loops of interpretation, and 
little interpretation leads to little learning. For example, single brand-dealers might have 
found it complex to incorporate another brand because of previous restrictions (such as 
separate legal entities). Thus, they processed the idea, but disregarded it. So now, when 
there is new information on the conditions for multibrand, the cognitive interpretation may 
still be unconsciously poor. This is because the cognitive maps on multibrand looks much 
the same and new information therefore passes through the interpretation system without 
much consideration.   

4. Thus, the perception of an issue is reinforced and becomes a “truth”. Reinforcing actions 
and beliefs also justifies past and future actions. For example, freedom to establish any-
where did not exist before, thus nobody made them. This behavior becomes incorporated 
in dealers perceptions as a “truth” – dealers do not establish in another district. The under-
lying reasons for this behavior may change (from a restriction to a question of finances), 
but the “truth” is hard to change. So, behavior is reinforced and often justified by past ac-
tions or success. 

5. When the information has passed through the system, it feeds back to the environment by 
firm actions; previous behavior is reinforced or modified. Either way, these actions affect 
the environment (and other dealers by enacting), and start a new loop through the system 
of interpretation. For example, dealers can nowadays establish wherever they like, but still 
few have tried to actually do this. Thus, the environment has not many such examples to 
offer dealers in their cognitive interpretations, why the signal from the environment is that 
the old “truth” is still valid. Many dealers think it is very wrong to enter someone else’s re-
gion, that this kind of behavior is despicable. Thus, the old “truth” is reinforced and signal 
to other dealers that this company still live by it – the loop continues.  
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Figure 4 - The Loop of Wisdom: Changing Industrial Wisdom 

6.3.2 The Loop of Wisdom: Changing Industrial Wisdom 

1. Information enters the perception of the managers, just as it does when industrial wisdom 
is strong.  

2. However, as the environment is changing, more information is passed on through the pipe. 
The pipe is much wider because industrial wisdom is not as restrictive with new information 
during times of change. Assumptions and “truths” that were taken for granted are now 
questioned and more information enters the interpretation phase. For example, the block 
exemption changed the industry conditions (such as the option for multibrand). Thus, very 
much (and new) information entered the pipe and into dealers cognitive interpretations for 
evaluation.  

3. Information from the pipe is processed and will loop (perhaps several times) in a wheel of 
cognitive interpretation. This is because new information needs more interpretation than 
familiar information (which just passes through the interpretation phase). For example, as 
the block exemption made multibrand possible, this option was considered more seriously 
and information about multibrand became more interesting. Thus, dealers evaluate their 
current behavior against potential new behavior in a wheel of cognitive interpretation. The 
unwritten rules of “do and don’t” get weaker and uncertainty grows of where the industry 
is heading; industrial wisdom is re-evaluated.  

4. Much interpretation has the potential to lead to much unlearning and learning (learning 
being the actual change of actions or behavior as a result of the interpretations). For exam-
ple, some dealers chose to incorporate more brands after this was made possible. This is a 
sign that dealers have unlearnt the old “truths” (that brands are sold in separate facilities) 
and learnt new “truths” (that brands can be sold in the same facility). But regarding other 
issues, many still wait for more information to enter the funnel before making their deci-
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sions or actions. This is because it takes time to change cognitive maps and new informa-
tion may need to loop many times before thinking is translated into action. 

5. When a firm has learnt something new and acted in a new way, these new actions feed back 
out (and have an affect) on the industry and the environment. Thereafter, this new beha-
vior feeds back into the loop to be interpreted again, by the company itself and by fellow 
companies. After a few loops in a few companies, the industrial wisdom is starting to 
change. Once we can see that the industry approaches a new “truth”, the pipe gets smaller 
and industrial wisdom stronger. For example, as more dealers chose to grow, this sends a 
signal out to the environment (which is interpreted by other dealers) that growing larger is 
actually a viable/good option. Regarding this issue, the industry is approaching a strong, 
homogenous perception, which defines a smaller pipe and a new industrial wisdom. (Note 
however that, just like action sends a signal to the environment and other dealers, so does 
inaction. Thus, inaction from many dealers reinforces old behavior in the industry.) 

Note also, that when unfamiliar information enters the interpretation system (as in figure 
4), the interpreter does not always know how to deal with this new information. This 
means that the information may have to circle not only several loops in the wheel of inter-
pretation, but also circle the whole system several times. The environment may need to 
change more before the firms interpretation result in action.   

7 Conclusion 
To answer our first research question, whether or not change due to institutional pressure 
can affect industrial wisdom, we believe that this is indeed very likely. From our results and 
analysis we observe that the car dealer industrial wisdom is changing and that many basic 
assumptions have been questioned. There are some new perceptions and aspects of wis-
dom, which suggest that the industry has moved away from previous equilibrium. For ex-
ample; many dealers agreed that they worked more with their own dealership brand name, 
that it was both possible and necessary under these new circumstances. The fact that many 
dealers agreed about this, shows that they perceive the environment similarly; their shared 
perception show traces of a new industrial wisdom. Nevertheless, perceptions are diverse 
in a number of areas and much thinking have not been translated into action, which leaves 
a lot of potential for further change. Some car dealers confirm traces of former industrial 
wisdom by the way they reason around certain issues; using maps that were viable under 
the old circumstances (when certain actions were restricted) to explain their present beha-
vior (why they are not pursuing these, now unrestricted, actions). For example, the argu-
ment that multibrand in metro areas is not an option because GA will not allow it. Natural-
ly, this is a slow and difficult process since cognitive maps are embedded in a mindset that 
relies on previous experience and automatic interpretations. Wisdom has also contributed 
to past success and may be deeply incorporated in routines. Thus, companies tend not to 
challenge wisdom as long as it earns them a financial return, because it exposes them to 
uncertainty with few assumptions to interpret their reality with, and it can be psychological-
ly very difficult and risky. However, altering perception is essential to be able to spot op-
portunities and threats in a changing environment, which is vital for strategy-making. 

Different issues have developed at different speed; some issues are closer to a new equili-
brium than other issues. New wisdom is developing regarding industry structure and com-
petition, while profitability and strategic work is far from either equilibrium. Multibrand, es-
tablishments, relationship with GA and aftermarket have much potential to change more. 
In a similar way, some dealers are ahead of others in adapting their assumption to the new 
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circumstances, and have thus not come equally far on their journey towards a new equili-
brium. However, all actors are moving, and in the same direction. Recall that the presence 
of wisdom does not automatically mean that all actors think and behave alike regarding all 
issues; simply that there is a common pattern (or a few patterns) of perceptions that most 
actors share. If wisdom changes more depends much on if/how dealers (continue) to act. 
Theory suggests that successful actors are those who evolve themselves and the industry 
they operate in. This entails inventing new practices (instead of better), to interpret cir-
cumstances differently and acknowledge wisdom, yet entangle their perception from some 
carefully selected assumptions. 

Lastly, to answer our second research question; how change due to institutional pressure 
affect industrial wisdom, we explain this process in a model (The Loop of Wisdom) based 
on our results, analysis and previous research. When the block exemption was imple-
mented, dealers considered more/new information from the environment, and assump-
tions of industrial wisdom became less rigid. The pipe grew wider and made it possible for 
incumbent car dealers to analyze and interpret potentially new opportunities and threats. 
This facilitated unlearning old wisdom, so that new learning could take place and translate 
into action. Following this process, these new actions and beliefs flow back to the envi-
ronment as new information, which affects industrial wisdom and shapes reality.  

 

Figure 5 - The Loop of Wisdom 
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8 Discussion 

8.1 What We Thought We Would Find 
At the beginning of writing this thesis, we were quite open-minded about what we could 
find. We had not finalized our theoretical framework and we had a broad purpose (later 
more specified), thus we were not limited in our expectations on findings from the inter-
views. Nevertheless, we were quite surprised that interpretations of the situation differed so 
much between managers. We expected the industrial wisdom to be much stronger and per-
ceptions to be more harmonized, since the car dealer industry is quite mature and especially 
since the block exemption has been active for several years. But our research showed that 
some were still await changes (initiated by somebody else) or preparing for changes.  

8.2 Strengths and Weaknesses of the Thesis 
There are a number of strengths to this thesis. Everything we chose to include in the paper 
was thoroughly discussed to ensure it related to our research and built towards fulfilling our 
purpose. A mind-map of the whole research process was drafted, which gave structure and 
guided us through the second half of the process. Another strength is the fact that we did 
not finalize the theoretical framework until after the interviews was conducted. Thus, the 
interviews were done with open minds, not being influenced by a fixed theory that uncons-
ciously could have affected the way our work developed. We could find a suitable frame-
work that explained our findings, instead of trying to fit our findings into a predefined 
framework. Furthermore, we conducted quite many interviews with a wide range of car 
dealers in Sweden and examined perceptions of companies in different situations; these dif-
fering views making up a sample of collective industry perception. By considering dealers 
in a wide range of situations, we got a good understanding of the industry perception (from 
the managers’ point of view) as a whole - the industrial wisdom. 

Looking back at the research process, we are indeed proud of what we have accomplished, 
but in the retrospect; there are always things we could have done better. One thing that 
could have made our process easier was to craft the mind-map of the research process al-
ready in the beginning of our project. Even though we had a plan, it would have been easi-
er to build each part towards fulfilling the purpose if we hade the overview from the be-
ginning.  

8.3 What We Learned From the Process 
The lessons from this research are threefold; process, results and theory. Firstly, we learned 
from the process of conducting research. That it indeed is a process that requires a willing-
ness to learn from the process and the obstacles before reaching the goal. Secondly, we 
learnt a great deal about the car dealer industry, and how it is perceived by the managers 
operating in it. We also realized that an industry can be quite complex and even in the pres-
ence of an industrial wisdom, the views of the environment can differ quite much between 
the interpreting parties. Third, we had no previous knowledge of industrial wisdom or its 
characteristic, any less how it could affect actors and an industry. We have thus learned 
about the relationship between industrial wisdom, cognitive maps, and environmental 
change, in general and how it can change. But also that industrial wisdom, individual maps, 
and beliefs require a lot of time to change.  
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8.4 Who Can Benefit? 
Fortunately, it has not only been an opportunity for us to learn and benefit from the find-
ings. Firstly, the car dealers in Sweden, or in other countries for that matter, have the po-
tential to learn a great deal about their industry. Maybe there is a belief that fellow dealer’s 
perceptions are harmonized, or perhaps the opposite; maybe there is a belief that “I am the 
only one facing this situation and nobody thinks like I do”. This research shows that there are quite 
big differences. Thus, our paper could increase the understanding of the industry and how 
industrial wisdom affects the interpretations of it. If dealers understand the dynamics and 
effects of wisdom better, they can recognize the consequences it has on their business. 

Secondly, the European Commission (founder of the block exemption), is perhaps not in-
terested in our theoretical conclusion on industrial wisdom, but can still learn from the in-
terviews and the results as they say something about how the block exemption was per-
ceived. Maybe the perceived consequences were in-line with what the Commission in-
tended, or maybe not. Anyhow, when the Commission evaluates the block exemption or 
suggest adjustments, this research results could be of use.  

Thirdly, our research has the potential to contribute to theory as we have connected institu-
tional pressure and industrial wisdom in a way that we have not found in any previous re-
search. We build our knowledge from previous research within these areas, and contribute 
with a different way to see the relationship between these areas (explained in our model).  

8.5 Association to Costs and Profits 
This research does not translate directly to suggestions that help firms decrease their costs 
or increase their profits. We have not focused on the direct relationship between the block 
exemption and profits, but our findings can be used indirectly for this purpose. If industrial 
wisdom is strong and only slightly affected by environmental changes, the firms within the 
industry are likely to grow more alike. Firms keep following the same unwritten rules and 
recipes for success, getting better at doing the same things. This can lower the potential 
profits for each of the firms, hence a strong industrial wisdom can hold down profits. If a 
company is able to observe the industrial wisdom and use it to its advantage, profits can in-
crease; for example by implementing a different strategy that perhaps goes against the un-
written rules in the industry. If wisdom provides the assumption that it is wise not to chal-
lenge other car dealers in “their” regions, perhaps the most profits (or lowest cost) are 
made by breaking this “rule” and invent a dissimilar strategy. 

8.6 Suggestions for Future Research 
Quite obviously we could not include every interesting issue or important aspect in this pa-
per. Doing so would have made this paper very long and complicated, would have dis-
torted the focus and we would not have been able to clearly fulfill our purpose. Therefore 
we will hereby give recommendations for further research;  

-  How can the relationship between GA and dealers become more efficient?  
-  What are the implications of the ID-concepts on the car dealer business? 
-  How are the bonus-structures designed, why, and what are the implications of that? 
-  How has the structure of, and the actors in, the aftermarket changed?  
-  What implications does further consolidation pose to competition in the industry?  

It would also be interesting to do a longitudinal study of industrial wisdom. 
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Appendix 

A) Pre-Interview Information 
Before the interviews were conducted, interviewees received no questions. However, we 
communicated the purpose of our research and of the interviews. This is what the inter-
viewees received via email: 

“We would like to focus the interview on change. We are interested in what general changes you see in the 
car dealer industry, how these affect your business and how you perceive that the company acted/reacted to 
the development in the industry. Further, we are interested in what parallels can be drawn between the an-
swers to the questions above and the block exemption from 2002. This means that we will touch upon 
questions like competition, power balance and strategic reactions to the block exemption.” 

B) Interview Framework  
-  How do you view the competition in the industry? Has it changed since 2002? 
-  When the group exemption was implemented, did you perceive it as a threat or a 

possibility? 
-  Has the market structure changed since 2002? Consolidation? 
-  More brands and the freedom to settle anywhere as a threat or possibility, nega-

tive or positive? 
-  Has the industry’s change (if any) affected your company? Internal processes? 

Management agenda/work, focus? 
-  Has the measurements or key ratios changed since 2002? More parameters, oth-

er focus? 
-  Has profitability changed since 2002? 
-  Has the power balance and dialogue changed? Horizontally, vertically?  
-  What is your largest challenge in the near future? 
-  Is there any question that we should have asked, that we did not ask? 
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C) Information About the Participants 
All information from 2007 

Aside from below differencing factors, it was required that all companies conducted busi-
ness within three business areas: new cars, used cars and service & repair. This is because 
we supposed that the block exemption could have affected these areas differently, thus 
talking to a dealer with only one of this business areas could be a bias towards the actual 
impact of the exemption rules. 

Turnover: Upper quartile had an average of approximately SEK 3,9 billions. Lower quar-
tile had an average of approximately SEK 350 millions, of which the smallest had a turno-
ver of SEK <150 million. Median of SEK 685 million. Due to the fact that extreme num-
bers in the upper quartile makes themselves reminded, average is less informative, and thus 
excluded. 

Number of brands: Upper quartile had an average of 6 brands. Lower quartile had an av-
erage of 1,4 brands. Average 3,9 brands per dealer, median was 4 brands.  

Range of brands: in total; dealers representing 30 different brands (not meaning 30 differ-
ent manufacturers) have been interviewed. This number ignores the fact that some dealers 
regard a brand to actually be two brands, because of a division between personal vehicles 
and transport vehicles. 

City Size: We categorized cities as either large (Stockholm, Gothenburg, Malmoe), me-
dium (between 286.000 and 80.000), and small (<80.000). 8 respondents were solely active 
in large cities, 4 were active in all cities of all categories. 2 were only active in medium sized 
cities and 5 were active in both medium an small cities. We have looked at different cities in 
the southern and central part of Sweden, thus unfortunately not covered the northern part. 
We have neither spoken to a dealer that is solely active in a small city. 

Number of facilities: Upper quartile had an average of 16 locations each. Lower quartile 
had an average 1 locations. Median was 4 locations. Average of 6,3. These numbers exclude 
facilities for only service and repair. 

Employees: Upper quartile had an average of approximately 900 employees, of which 
there were respondent/respondents with >1000 employees. Lower quartile had an average 
of approximately 75 employees, of which there were respondent/respondents with <20 
employees. Median of 170. Due to the fact that extreme numbers in the upper quartile 
makes them self reminded, average is less informative and thus excluded. 

Ownership structure: Representing family owned businesses, privately owned non-family 
businesses, manufacturer ownership directly or indirectly, via GA. Other kinds of owner-
ship structures are represented. 

We have deliberately excluded the variable of profit/return. 

Source: allabolag.se and respective dealers’ homepage. 


